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ABSTRACT 

 

A cast modular connector (MC) has been developed for use in seismic-resistant steel 

moment frames. The MC is a field bolted beam flange connection intended to serve as the 

frame’s special energy-dissipating detail. The connector is specifically configured for 

optimal seismic performance through a casting process. The MC possesses inherent 

ductility through variable-section arms that minimize plastic strain demand and a reliable 

yet economical fastening method through a base end-region that virtually eliminates 

prying forces on bolts.  

 The dissertation presents three journal papers. The first paper describes the 

portion of the analytical research focused on establishing the optimum geometry for the 

energy dissipating arm elements. Key parameters were evaluated through parametric 

studies using nonlinear (material and geometry) finite element analysis and supported by 

basic theoretical models. The outcome was a set of optimum geometric ratios covering 

width reduction, length to thickness, aspect ratio, and fillet radius.  

 The second paper describes the development process of the isolated connector 

rather than full-connection behavior. Designs were alternately evaluated for structural 

performance and castability through the electronic exchange of solid model files with 

steel foundry industry partners. The analytical results indicate the potential for excellent 

ductility and energy dissipation characteristics in the MC Beta prototype. 

The third paper focuses on the prototyping and experimental verification of the 

MC Beta prototype. Steel foundry industry partners cast the MC Beta prototype at 
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approximately half-scale. The scaled MC Beta prototype was tested in isolated fashion 

under monotonic and cyclic loading. The experimental results confirmed the performance 

of the analytically-based designs. The MC Beta prototype exhibited exceptional 

performance in terms of stable energy dissipation, far exceeding qualifying rotational 

ductility capacities. In direct comparisons to a WT section of similar stiffness and 

strength, the MC Beta prototype possessed greatly enhanced ductility and energy 

dissipation characteristics. 

With the MC Beta prototype developed and experimentally verified under isolated 

conditions, an experimental verification of beam-to-column joints containing the scaled 

MCs were performed using accepted testing protocols. The preliminary test results 

indicate that the connection exceeded qualifying rotational ductility capacities and 

showed promise as a special energy-dissipating detail in seismic-resistant steel moment 

frames. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A modular connector (MC) has been developed for use as an energy dissipating 

detail in seismic-resistant steel moment frames. The MC (See Figure 1) is a cast steel 

piece specially configured to provide reliable and consistent seismic performance, and 

serves as a bolted alternative to several new cast forms (modular nodes) being developed 

for welded construction (Fleischman et al., 2002). These modular forms consider seismic 

performance requirements as a first step in design, prior to establishing the connection 

configuration. The impetus for developing the modular connections was the discovered 

susceptibility of welded beam-to-column connections in steel special moment frames 

(SMFs) to fracture during earthquakes (Malley, 1998). The poor performance of the 

SMFs has led to major revisions in the design and construction of welded connections 

(FEMA-350, 2000) but also a renewed interest in bolted connections (FEMA-355D, 

2000). The MC is one such bolted connection specially made for seismic performance. 

 The MC provides reliable and repeatable seismic performance through a 

configuration specifically engineered for superior ductility and energy dissipation. The 

geometries required to accomplish this goal are not readily available with traditional 

rolled shapes. Thus, the MC designs (as well as the modular node designs) rely on the 

versatility afforded by the casting process to engineer an optimal geometric configuration 

for seismic performance. This approach is in contrast to the traditional practice of 

attempting to join main members directly or with arrangements of other rolled shapes 

(detail material). The designs further rely on advancements in casting technology to 

ensure that the connector possesses the required strength and ductility. 
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The development process involved a comprehensive program including: 

interdisciplinary industry meetings at the conceptual stages, extensive analytical research, 

castability and constructability studies. The analytical research focused on establishing 

the optimum geometry for the arm elements. Key parameters were evaluated through 

parametric studies using nonlinear (material and geometry) finite element analysis and 

supported by basic theoretical models.  

Industry partners from AISC and SFSA (Steel Founder’s Society of America) 

worked with the research team to guide and ultimately perform the prototype casting and 

fabrication. The MC Beta prototype was cast at approximately half-scale. The 

experimental verification of the MC Beta prototype design, consistent with the analytical 

development, was performed on isolated connectors. Monotonic and cyclic load tests 

performed on isolated MCs and WT sections of similar strength and stiffness revealed the 

MC Beta prototype as clearly superior to its traditional (WT) counterpart. 

 

Modular Connector 

 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the MC Beta prototype.  The intent of the MC 

design is to provide highly ductile and reliable performance through: (1) a series of 

variable cross-section “arm” elements that produce a plastic zone distributed along the 

entire length of the element thereby reducing the intensity of strain concentrations; and 

(2) end-regions connected by a base that create a set of self-equilibrating forces, thereby 

eliminating prying on the bolts.  
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Figure 1. MC Beta Prototype  
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PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the paper 

appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings 

in this document.  

A bolted cast modular connector, the MC, has been conceived, developed, and 

prototyped. The MC (Beta) prototype was tested in isolated fashion at approximately 

half-scale. The MC Beta has shown the great promise for using castings as special 

energy-dissipating details in steel moment frames in high seismic zones by exhibiting: 

• Superior ductility with respect to traditional connections 

• Stable and efficient energy dissipation 

• Increasing strength 

• Reliability and repeatability 

The excellent performance of the MC Beta is a product of two features easily cast: 

1. variable section arms that spread the plastic zone thus eliminating strain 

concentrations; These arms produce outstanding ductility and exhibit a hysteretic 

characteristic free from degradation or slip.  Optimum geometry was determined 

through an extensive analytical parameter study supported by simple theoretical 

models (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). Performance is optimized by the 

following geometric ratios: 

� a percentage width reduction Bmin / Bmax = 0.45 

� an aspect ratio L /Bmax =2 
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� a limiting length-to-thickness ratio  L / t > 4 

� a fillet radius of 6451/L   where r0, L is in mm 

2. a stiff end-region connected by a base that eliminates prying and shear force on 

the bolts. This feature permits the MC arms to be sufficiently long to produce 

outstanding ductility without a concern for bolt failure. In fact, the bolts in an MC 

connection can be designed simply for the (maximum possible) direct tension 

(Sumer et al., 2006a). 

This geometry was subsequently experimentally verified (Sumer at al., 2006b). MC 

prototypes using this geometry (and other features to reduce bolt force demands), 

exhibited remarkable and repeatable ductility (a monotonic ductility of over 0.08 rad on a 

W30 depth beam and a low-cycle fatigue life of 44 cycles at 0.024 rad). The MC global 

strength, stiffness and ductility for the optimum geometry is predicted accurately through 

calibrated design formulas.  

With the MC Beta prototype developed and experimentally verified under isolated 

conditions, an experimental verification of beam-to-column joint containing the scaled 

MCs (See Figure 2, 3 and 4) were performed. A cantilever test setup is prepared with a 

W30x99 beam and W14x176 column. The joint is loaded using accepted testing 

protocols. The preliminary test results indicate that the connection exceeded qualifying 

rotational ductility capacities (0.06 rad.) (See Figure 5 and 6) and showed promise as a 

special energy-dissipating detail in seismic-resistant steel moment frames. 
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Figure 2. Beam-to-Column experiment, before loading 
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Figure 3. Beam-to-Column experiment, 0.01 rad cycle 
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Figure 4. Beam-to-Column experiment, 0.06 rad cycle. 
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Figure 5. Load vs. actuator displacement 
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Figure 6. Beam moment vs. story drift 
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CONNECTORS 
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1
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2
 Student Member, ASCE 

 

 

 

A. 1 ABSTRACT: A cast modular connector (MC) has been developed for use as an 

energy dissipating detail in seismic-resistant bolted steel moment frames. The MC relies 

on a series of variable section elements (arms) to minimize plastic strain demand and a 

stiff end-region joined by a base to virtually eliminate bolt prying forces and provide a 

hysteresis characteristic absent of degradation. The MC was developed through a 

comprehensive program that included heavy industry partner involvement, analytical 

research, and experimental verification. This paper describes the portion of the analytical 

research focused on establishing the optimum geometry for the energy-dissipating arm 

elements. Key parameters were evaluated through parametric studies using nonlinear 

(material and geometry) finite element analysis and supported by basic theoretical 

models. The outcome was a set of optimum geometric ratios covering width reduction, 

length-to-thickness, aspect ratio and fillet radius. A MC prototype was cast on the basis 

of these recommendations. These prototypes were tested under monotonic and cyclic 

loading and exhibited remarkable ductility, far exceeding qualifying rotational capacities.  

 

                                                 
1.       Asst. Prof., Dept. of Civ. and Eng. Mech., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721-0072 

2.       Res.  Asst., Dept. of Civ. and Eng. Mech., Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721-0072 

Key Words: seismic design, steel frames, bolted connections, cast steel, modular 
construction  
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A. 2 INTRODUCTION 

 

A modular connector (MC) has been developed for use as an energy dissipating detail in 

seismic-resistant steel moment frames. The MC is one of several modular connection 

concepts under development that rely on the versatility afforded by the casting process to 

create configurations directly made for optimal seismic performance. These cast modular 

concepts were developed through a comprehensive program that included concept 

development, analytical research, interdisciplinary industry partners to guide prototyping, 

and experimental verification (Sumer et al. 2005a). 

The MC serves as a bolted alternative to the other cast forms developed primarily 

for welded construction (Fleischman et al. 2004). The intent of the MC design is to 

develop the ductility within the connector itself, an objective accomplished through 

stable yielding of a series of variable section elements (arms). In tests, the MC prototype 

exhibited remarkable ductility, far exceeding qualifying rotational capacities; a hysteresis 

characteristic absent of degradation; significant overstrength; and reliable and repeatable 

behavior (Sumer et al. 2005b). 

This paper describes the portion of the analytical research focused on establishing 

the optimum geometry for the arm elements. Key parameters were evaluated through 

parametric studies using nonlinear (material and geometry) finite element analysis and 

supported by basic theoretical models. A full description of the development of the MC 

prototype, including configuring end-regions to optimize fastener performance and 

addressing castability issues appears in (Sumer et al. 2005a); experimental verification 
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appears in (Sumer et al. 2005b).  

 

Modular Connector  

 

The modular connector (MC) is a cast piece (See Fig. 1) intended to serve as a bolted 

flange connector between the beam and the column (See Fig. 2a). The MC is similar in 

form to structural tee (WT) sections (AISC 2001) used in the traditional bolted T-stub 

connection (Swanson and Leon 2000). This connection has primarily been designed as a 

force-based detail, i.e. made stronger than the beam through a capacity design, thus 

forcing the plastic hinge into the beam (FEMA-267B 1999). To develop ductility within 

the connector itself, the MC configuration contains major modifications that distinguish 

it from a WT. First, it possesses end-regions connected by a base that are configured to 

eliminate bolt prying forces. Reduction of force demands on the bolt is desirable from a 

capacity design standpoint as the bolt is less ductile than the mild steel detail pieces 

(Astaneh 1995) and the efficiency of the bolted connections can depend on maintaining 

bolt pretension which will degrade or be lost if the fastener yields (Roeder et al. 1996). 

As it turns out, the bolts in the MC can be designed simply to maintain their pretension 

under the applied tension force: in direct experimental comparisons under monotonic 

loading, 2.2 cm (7/8 in) A325 bolts in MCs exhibited no distress while 2.9 cm (1 1/8 in) 

A490 bolts in an analogous WT fractured (Sumer et al. 2005b). The second modification 

in the MC configuration is principal flexural spans possessing a series of variable cross-

section elements (arms) configured to eliminate concentrated plastic strain regions. These 
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arms provide significant deformation capacity: the MC attained .079 rad under the 

FEMA-350 protocol (FEMA-350 2000), and in direct experimental comparisons to a 

similar strength WT under constant amplitude (0.024 rad) cycles, exhibited more than 

double the low-cycle fatigue life (Sumer et al. 2005b). Thus, by virtue of the freedom in 

geometry permitted by the casting process, plastic strain demand and bolt force are 

significantly reduced, thereby producing a connection with superior energy dissipation 

and cyclic ductility characteristics. 

An early version of the MC (alpha prototype) possessed a variable section created 

through thickness reduction (Fleischman and Hoskisson 2000). Tests of the alpha 

prototype did not exhibit the expected ductility (Hoskisson 2000). The poor performance 

was attributed to difficulties with the configuration from a castability standpoint. 

Therefore, the MC was modified to the variable width arm design of the beta prototype 

shown in Fig. 1.  

 

Mechanics of Flange Connectors  

 

The MC prototype was developed by examining the response of an isolated connector 

under idealized loading conditions (Sumer et al. 2005a). Accordingly, a simplified 

representation of connection mechanics (See Fig. 2) will be useful in interpreting the 

results of this paper. The end moments that develop under lateral load can be considered 

to transfer through the beam flanges primarily as a tension-compression couple (See Fig. 

2(a)). The response of an isolated MC is related to overall connection response through a 
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simplified contragradient approach: force transformations relate connector force (P ≅ Tbm) 

to the connection end moment (Mbm); displacement transformations relate connector 

deformation (∆) to the beam end relative rotation (θconn) about the opposite flange. The 

force and displacement vectors are assumed to act monotonically along a direct axial 

trajectory (See Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 2(c) shows the isolated connector load-deformation plot 

for the MC prototype. A limit of useful (monotonic) connection rotation, θconn = 0.05 rad, 

was chosen for evaluating MC prototype designs. The connector deformation 

corresponding to this rotation is a beam-depth dependent quantity. The study reported in 

this paper references the useful rotation limit to a W30 beam (76.2 cm deep). Thus, arm 

designs are evaluated at a useful deformation limit ∆use = 38 mm. The assumptions 

associated with the isolated connector, while clearly approximate, were found to be 

adequate for developing the prototype, and are verified in cyclic loading tests in the 

experimental program (Sumer et al. 2005b).  

 

A. 3 BACKGROUND 

 

The MC develops ductility through the yielding of variable section arms. This technique 

has been used successfully in the past in energy dissipating devices, in particular the 

ADAS metal damper. Thus, the ADAS device is briefly reviewed here. A distinction in 

the MC application is the need for the arms to accommodate high shear, moment and 

axial force that respond non-proportionally due to the presence of catenary forces. Thus, 

catenary force plays an important role in internal force mechanism of the MC and is also 
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reviewed.  

Added Damping and Stiffness Plate Elements (ADAS) 

 

Various metallic plate damper designs have been proposed as passive energy devices 

over the past few decades. Triangular plate devices, originally developed in New Zealand 

(Boardman 1983), were modified to X-shaped plates for the energy dissipating 

component of base isolation systems (Steimer and Chow 1984). More recently, 

researchers (Whittaker et al. 1989) investigated the use of metal X-shaped plate dampers 

to increase the dissipation capacity of conventional steel frames. These dampers, termed 

ADAS elements, utilize an X-shaped profile in weak axis bending to efficiently spread 

the inelastic demand of reverse curvature flexural forces (Refer to Fig. 9(c)). In order to 

approach fixed-end boundaries, individual ADAS elements were bolted together at both 

ends. Catenary forces were mitigated through compliance at the device ends. 

Accordingly, the effect of axial forces was ignored in the ADAS application and 

compensated for in experimental evaluations (Whittaker et al. 1989). Tests performed by 

Bergman and Goel (1987) and Aiken et al. (1993) showed that ADAS elements can 

survive repeated cycles at large ductilities.  

 

Catenary Action 

 

Due to high stiffness of the MC end-regions, catenary action (Bursi and Jaspart 1997) 

will develop in the arms at large ductility demands. It may be instructive for the reader to 
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consider a simple model of this behavior prior to interpreting the finite element results. In 

this model, one arm is represented by a fixed end beam under double curvature due to 

end translation.  

Fig. 3(a) shows the kinematic relationships at large displacement. A secant 

rotation can be defined as θ

   _

 =atan(∆/L) . The lengthening of this secant (δ

  _

) with 

transverse displacement (∆) requires elongation of the arm, and hence axial force will 

accompany the bending and shear forces. In terms of end reactions (See Fig. 3(b)), the 

driving force of one arm, Parm, is accompanied by a secondary force R
B 

y  (in the MC, this 

force is resisted by a self-equilibrating axial force in the base, thus minimizing bolt 

forces). Equilibrium between the end reactions and the internal forces requires (See Fig. 

3(c)): 

armiiii
PVN =+ θθ cossin                                                  (1) 

B

yiiii
RVN =− θθ sincos                                                   (2) 

where Ni is the axial thrust, in this case tension, and Vi is the section shear. The angle θi at 

any section i, will be smaller or greater than θ
   _

 depending on location, with the theoretical 

maximum at mid-span θmid =1.5θ

   _

. Assuming anti-symmetry for the arm (M
A
= M

B
), the 

internal moment at any section i and at the end can be expressed, respectively: 

                                        )2/()2/( ∆−−−=
i

B

yiarmi
zRLyPM                                         (3) 

                                             2/2/ ∆−==
B

yarm

BA
RLPMM                                           (4) 

It is therefore seen through Equations (1)-(4) that the relationship between internal 
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moment, shear and axial force not only varies for different sections along the arm; but 

also varies at a given section as transverse displacement ∆ increases. The design 

ramifications of these conditions are considered in this paper. 

 

A. 4 ANALYTICAL PROGRAM  

 

The development of an optimum MC arm geometry focused on a configuration with 

constant thickness and variable width once the casting difficulties associated with 

variable thickness arms were recognized (Hoskisson 2000). Selection of the “beta 

prototype” arm geometry initiated with a study on the proper reduction profile for the 

bending span. An iterative approach was taken in which the profile was selected to 

enforce the following unity ratio at each cross-section based on classical plastic design 

methods (ASCE #41 1971):  
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where a width function, b(yi), is adjusted to satisfy Eq. (5) for each cross section of the 

arm. For the initial step, arm geometry was obtained using the classical first-order double 

curvature moment/shear relationships in which Eq. (5) reduces to: 
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Subsequent force distributions were obtained by performing a nonlinear finite element 
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(FE) analysis of an arm with the calculated profile. The profile was then updated through 

evaluation of Eq. (5) using the FE internal force pattern (Mi, Vi, Ni) obtained at 9 sections 

along the analytical model to determine new values of b(yi). The iterative optimization 

for internal forces was attempted at three stages in the load history: elastic, first 

significant yield; and significant ductility (0.03 rad for a 76.2 cm deep beam). This 

process did not produce a satisfactory arm geometry because the varying relationship 

between Ni, Vi, and Mi at a given section with increasing transverse displacement ∆ 

renders the optimum shape produced at first significant yield as non-optimal at 

significant ductility demand and vice versa. Thus, the attempt to find a unique solution 

through a “closed form” approach was abandoned, and instead an extensive parametric 

study was planned and executed. The parametric study employs second order analysis to 

evaluate the plastification (spread of plastic zone) and ductility demand (in terms of 

concentrated or amplified plastic strains) to determine optimum arm geometry. 

One finding that did emanate from the iterative procedure described above is that 

the available geometry on the flexural span of a typical flange connector (widths ~ 20-36 

cm and lengths of 5-15 cm) is not conducive to spreading plastic strain evenly through 

width reduction due to its squat geometry.  This issue was resolved by replacing the 

single flexural element with a series of parallel elements as shown in Fig. 1, a 

modification that also improves castability (Sumer et al. 2005a).  

For an arm element within the series of parallel arms, geometry is described by 

four main parameters as indicated in Fig. 4: (1) maximum nominal width, Bmax, at the end 

of the arm; (2) minimum width, Bmin, at the middle of the arm; (3) length of the arm, L; 
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and, (4) arm thickness, t. An arm fillet transitions the constant width mid-region to X-

shaped secants between opposing ends of the maximum nominal width. A transition fillet 

eliminates stress concentrations at the junction to the adjoining arm. 

The geometric parameters shown in Fig. 4 themselves determine global properties 

of stiffness and strength. Optimum geometry, however, is determined through geometric 

ratios. The following key geometric ratios were identified:  

(a) Percentage width reduction (Bmin / Bmax); 

(b) Length to thickness ratio, (L / t); 

(c) Aspect Ratio, (L / Bmax); 

(d) Fillet radius with respect to arm length,  (r0 / L). 

The parametric studies appear in Table 1. In these studies, geometric parameters (Bmin, 

Bmax, L, r0, and t) are individually varied within practical ranges to establish optimum 

geometric ratios. Four series were performed: (1) variation of Bmin to produce different 

width reduction (WR) percentages; (2) variation of t to produce different length to 

thickness (LT) ratios; (3) variation of Bmax to produce different aspect ratios (AR); and 

(4) variation of r0 to produce different fillet radius (FR) to length ratios. The result of 

these studies, as presented in this paper, is the optimum geometry indicated in Fig. 4. 

 

Measurement Indices to Define and Evaluate Performance 

 

The following measurement indices are used in this paper: 

(1) Strain measurements: Equivalent plastic strain (ε
_

pl
) is used as the general measure 
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of local inelastic deformation demand: 
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where ε
pl

i  are principal plastic strains and ν=0.5 is the plastic poisson’s ratio 

(ANSYS 1999). This measure, ε
_

pl
, is plotted in the finite element contours 

appearing in this paper. In graphs, ε
_
pl

 is normalized as the PEEQ index (El-Tawil 

et al. 1999):  

 
Y

pl

IndexPEEQ
ε

ε
=      (8) 

During the MC development stage, a 345MPa (50 ksi) yield steel was used. The 

nominal engineering stress-strain curve was converted into true stress/logarithmic 

strain for large deformation analysis. This curve provides a conservative lower 

bound on both the actual true strain capacity and strength in the post-necking 

region. Two reference PEEQ index values are identified on this curve (See Fig. 

5): A PEEQ index of 100, termed “design limit”, corresponding to the strain value 

at peak engineering stress, εpeak; and a PEEQ index of 165, termed “failure limit”, 

corresponding to the elongation at ductile failure, εfail. The former is used as the 

design criterion (Sumer et al. 2005b).  

A 276MPa (40 ksi) yield steel was subsequently selected for the MC 

prototype (Sumer et al. 2005b). The scaled nominal curve for pre-experiment 

predictions (See Fig. 5) shows reasonable agreement with the eventual 
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mechanical test of steel blanks poured during the MC prototype casting (Varicast 

2003). Also shown in Fig. 5 is the curve produced from a laboratory tension test 

using a 2.54 cm gage extensometer, and an estimation using final necked 

geometry.  The comparison of analytical and experimental results was shown in 

Fig. 2(c), and indicates that the nominal values were conservative and adequate 

for development of the MC prototype.  

 

(2) Triaxial Stress Effects: A measure of the triaxial state of stress is provided by a 

triaxiality index, T1 (Schafer et al. 2000): 

eqv

m
T

σ

σ
=1      (9) 

where σm= (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)/3  is the hydrostatic stress, and σeqv is the Von Mises 

equivalent stress: 
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For this calculation, state of stress is conservatively measured using elements to 

the side of the face that produces maximum stress. Under very high triaxiality, 

yielding may be suppressed and brittle behavior may occur in otherwise ductile 

materials (Lemaitre 1996); at lower but non-negligible levels, triaxiality can 

reduce the strain at which ductile fracture occurs. An expression for 

approximating this effect is given by (Rice and Tracey 1969): 

)5.1exp( 1Tc
f

−=ε          (11) 
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where c is a material constant. Assigning εf the failure strain assumed in the 

nominal material model (0.285), and recognizing Eq. (9) returns T1 = 0.33 for a 

uniaxial stress state, Eq. (11) can be solved for c leading to an approximation, 

albeit conservative, of the exhausted (monotonic) life by a ductile fracture index 

(ψ): 

f

pl

ε

ε
ψ =               (12) 

This index provides the same information as the Rupture Index introduced by El 

Tawil et al. (1999), though normalized to a nominal “ductile” fracture value. 

 

(3) Efficiency: In meeting the primary design objective of minimizing plastic strain 

demand for a given connection plastic rotation, it is desirable to provide the 

strongest MC arm possible. A limited width is available on the column face to 

achieve this goal. Thus, an efficiency index (α) is defined based on the arm 

strength per unit width (P
 _

 = Parm,Y / Bmax) relative to the strain demand, with 

relatively larger values desirable: 
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 where t0 is a dummy unit thickness (1mm) and σY  is the yield stress.  

It is noted that these measures are based on FE nodal stresses and strains from 

monotonic analyses evaluated at ∆use unless otherwise noted. 
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A. 5 ANALYTICAL MODELING 

 

The MC arm geometry is evaluated using a three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear FE model. 

The model is comprised of eight-node solid elements with large deformation capability. 

The element constitutive relationships utilize material plasticity and large deformation 

capabilities. The distributed plasticity formulation inherent in the solid model is 

instrumental in capturing shear and shear/flexure modes present in the MC arm. The 

material model employs multi-linear kinematic hardening principles, the Von Mises yield 

function, and the Prandtl-Reuss Flow Equation (ANSYS 1999). The stress-strain curve is 

represented by a detailed piecewise-linear relationship in order to accurately capture 

stress under high strain gradients within the plastic zones. 

The primary FE model (See Fig. 6(a)) is a half symmetry representation of a 

single arm.  The arm extends into stiff boundary regions at either end. One boundary 

region is fixed along its outer surface; the other is displaced about the arm’s weak axis of 

bending, termed transverse displacement. The single arm model is an approximation of 

actual conditions, but allows rapid evaluation of design parameters.  

 

Model Validation 

 

The single arm model is compared to a “multiple arm” model, a “full MC” model and 

experimental results to verify the adequacy of the single arm model boundary conditions. 

The mesh size chosen is also justified. The multiple arm model is a half symmetry 

representation of the series of parallel arms (See Fig. 6(b)). The full MC model is a two-
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dimensional (2D) representation of the MC and the bolt developed to evaluate bolt 

prying-mitigating features outside the focus of this paper. The model possesses point-to-

point (contact) pseudo-elements to capture aspects of bolt behavior including preload, 

slip, bearing, etc. (Sumer et al. 2005a). 

The maximum ε
_

pl
 values for the single arm model were compared with the inner 

and outer arms of the multiple arm model for ten combinations of length and thickness. 

Results indicated that the inner arm incurs slightly higher strain than the outer arm (on 

average 4.4%); and the single arm model is conservative, overestimating the inner arm 

strains by 5.6% on average.  

Fig. 7 compares (axial) strain demand measured at three locations along the arm 

surface for all the models and a MC prototype experiment. The single arm model 

possesses 672 solid elements while the fine meshed version possesses 8192 elements, 

with typical run times of 1 and 13 hours, respectively. The slight difference in results 

between these models reveals the mesh density of Fig. 6(a) as acceptable. As expected, 

the full MC model incurs lower strain due to the compliance of the bolted boundary with 

respect to the fixed boundary of the other models. Thus, the single arm model is 

conservative in this regard. Finally, the models show excellent agreement with the strain 

gage data from the experiments.  

 

Inherent Triaxial Stress Conditions 

 

The maximum triaxiality in MC arms of varying length and thickness are shown in Fig. 
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8. Values are shown at the yield and useful limit deformation. Using bounds identified 

for the triaxiality levels (El-Tawil et al. 1999) that could reduce ductile fracture strain 

(0.75< T1 < 1.5) or trigger a brittle fracture (T1 >1.5), it was anticipated that brittle 

fracture would not be an MC design issue. However, the triaxiality levels warranted an 

MC arm geometry developed through the PEEQ index, to be further evaluated with 

respect to the ductile fracture index. 

 

A. 6 ANALYTICAL RESULTS: OPTIMUM ARM GEOMETRY 

 

Analytical results from the parametric study listed in Table 1 are presented here in 

support of the selection of the optimal MC arm geometry shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Effect of Width Reduction ( Bmin /Bmax) 

 

The effect of width reduction can be illustrated through a comparison between the MC 

arm, a constant width plate (such as a WT section), and an ADAS element. The elements 

are the same length and share the same maximum width. At high transverse displacement 

demand, concentration of plastic strain is observed at the ends of the constant width plate 

as a result of the plastic hinges forming due to reverse curvature bending (See “WT” in 

Fig. 9(c)). The ADAS geometry eliminates the concentrated plastic hinges as has been 

well documented; however, in these applications catenary forces were mitigated (Refer to 

Background Section). For this application, slip between the column and beam is 
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undesirable, thus catenary force must be accommodated. As seen, these forces create 

strain concentration at the minimum section exceeding the failure limit (See “ADAS” in 

Fig. 9(b,c)). Thus, the ADAS shape is not appropriate for this application. In contrast, the 

MC geometry (with an optimum width reduction ratio of 0.45 based on PEEQ index 

minimization as shown in Fig. 10) produces a relatively uniform plastic distribution 

along the arm (See “MC” in Fig. 9(c)). . The MC strain distribution in Fig. 9(b), though 

at all locations below the failure limit, does not meet the design limit criterion (at the 

useful deformation limit for the reference beam depth). The distribution of strain cannot 

be significantly further improved, implying that the MC arm is not long enough relative 

to the W30 beam depth (the results in Fig. 10 indicate a longer arm lowers the PEEQ 

index).  Thus, a key step in the overall MC design process is selecting an appropriate arm 

length to beam depth ratio, L/dbm (Sumer et al. 2005a). 

Further, consider the insets of Fig. 11 showing plastic strain profiles at increasing 

displacement demand for an optimum geometry arm. At smaller displacement demands, 

the middle region of the MC remains elastic. Due to the geometric profile, plastic strains 

spread from the ends to the inner region as displacement demand grows. When the 

central cross-section becomes fully plastified, plastic strain demands (essentially uniform 

at this section) increase rapidly. Thus, the MC geometry will eventually develop a 

minimum section strain concentration like the ADAS, analogous to the “necking” of a 

tensile coupon. At this deflection, termed the stability point, the maximum strength of the 

MC is achieved. The arm is configured such that the stability point occurs beyond the 

usable range (∆u>∆use).  
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Fig. 11 illustrates the effect of width reduction on arm strength. In Fig. 11(a) the 

results are shown for MC arms possessing different Bmin dimensions with Bmax constant; 

in Fig. 11(b) for different Bmax dimensions with Bmin constant. As seen, yield strength 

Parm,Y is sensitive to Bmax but essentially independent of Bmin; ultimate strength Parm,u is 

strongly affected by Bmin but independent of Bmax. The significant overstrength developed 

in the MC should also be noted.  

Fig. 11(a) also indicates that the stability point displacement ∆u increases with 

increasing Bmin; conversely Fig. 11(b) indicates that the stability point displacement 

decreases with increasing Bmax. If data points are examined in terms of the Bmin/Bmax ratio, 

it is seen that similar values of Bmin/Bmax produce similar stability point displacements 

(e.g. as shown by the solid dots at ∆u ~ 47mm). This behavior implies similar axial stress 

at the critical section for a given displacement demand, as can be explained by 

considering the critical stress as the catenary force divided by the minimum area. For a 

prismatic member this value would be independent of area (catenary force proportional 

to AminE

_

/L divided by Amin). For the MC, area A(y) is integrated to determine the axial 

stiffness generating the catenary force. Considering A(y) = AminΦ(y) where Φ(y) is a 

shape function for the arm, it is clear that this value is still essentially independent of Amin 

but strongly affected by the shape Φ(y), and thus Bmin/Bmax.  

 

Effect of Thickness (t) 
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Fig. 12 plots catenary force at the arm middle section as a ratio of the applied load (λ = 

Nmid/Parm). Solid lines are finite element results; the dots are an approximation based on a 

simple elastic formulation which is obtained from the substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (1): 
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and easily modified for inelastic solution through the use of effective moduli E
_

 and G
_

. A 

simple linear decay is used in Fig. 12: 
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As seen, while catenary forces do increase with thickness, their value relative to the 

applied load decreases. The trend occurs because flexural stiffness increases as t
3
 and 

flexural strength as t
2
; while axial stiffness and strength increase as t. It is also noted that 

initially the catenary force is purely a stiffness-driven quantity, predicted by the ratio of 

elastic axial to flexural stiffness given in Eq. 16(b,c) and shown by the straight line 

radiating from the origin in Fig. 12; at large displacements λ converges to a purely 

kinematic quantity, predicted accurately by the force component of an idealized truss 

member, N = P/sinθ, as shown by the asymptotic line. 

The formulation can be extended to an incremental elastic-plastic interface model 
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in which instantaneous stiffness at discrete locations can be determined through an 

approximate elastic core calculation modified from classical methods for rectangular 

sections under moment, flexure and shear (ASCE #41 1971): 
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The results of this simple model indicated the importance of shear force interacting with 

the catenary forces. 

The non-proportional dependence of force components on thickness (Equations 

(16)) and the interaction of these components in creating the plastic zones (Equations 

(18)) implies that the relative importance of shear, axial and moment contributions to the 

second order nonlinear behavior of the MC arm is needed to identify an optimum 

thickness for the MC arm. This insight is provided by the LT series. The model is 

evaluated at 9 discrete locations along the arm (See inset Fig. 13). Fig. 13 shows internal 

forces normalized by the section yield capacities (Mpi, Vpi and Npi) for 5 sections (from i 

= 1 to 5) in the arm. In each case, the largest normalized moment is at the end of the arm; 

the largest normalized axial force is at the middle of the arm. However, the location of 

the maximum normalized shear, though initially maximum in the middle (due to the 

minimum section), migrates depending on the thickness and displacement demand.  

The internal force components of Fig. 13 are combined using Eq. (5) to determine 

the critical section (See Fig. 14). Strain hardening leads to values greater than unity, and 

Nyi is replaced by Nui in the interaction equation to avoid negative terms. The figure 
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indicates that the thinner arms exhibit the middle section “necking” failure, but the 

thickest arm critical section is at section i=3. 

Fig. 15(a) shows the resulting strain distributions at 0.05 rad. The thinnest MC 

arm (t = 13 mm) possesses a nearly uniform plastic strain distribution while the thicker 

arms exhibit significant concentrations at the intermediate sections, leading to a different 

ultimate failure mode for the arm. Fig. 15(b) shows this alternate shear/flexure 

mechanism.  

The transition from a “necking” mode to a shear/flexure mode occurs at L / t < 4. 

Fig. 16 shows PEEQ index vs. L / t at 0.03 and 0.05 rad. The figure indicates that the 

geometries that incur the shear/flexure mode do not meet the design criterion. Thus, a L / 

t ratio of 4 is enforced as a minimum for the MC arm.  

Fig. 17 shows the ductile fracture index (ψ) along the length of the MC arms at 

0.05 rad. The thicker arms exhibit a higher ψ indicating a larger reduction in ductile 

fracture strain. However, the maximum ψ occurs at the arm end and is essentially 

independent of thickness. Conversely, a larger end radius will reduce ψ at the arm ends. 

A larger radius is also preferable for castability, thus the MC prototype used rend = 20 

mm.  

In Fig. 18, arms with optimum profile geometry and equivalent strength are 

evaluated at different lengths. As seen in Fig. 18(a), the PEEQ index decreases 

considerably with an increase in the length. However, as the length increases, arm 

strength decreases. Fig. 18(b) captures the trade-off between these competing measures 

through the efficiency index (α). As seen, α increases with length, and thus a longer (and 
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thicker) arm are a more desirable design (a 13mm minimum is recommended for 

castability). This finding renders other MC features that mitigate bolt prying 

indispensable because prying increases with flange length (Sumer et al. 2005b). 

 

Effect of Aspect Ratio (L/Bmax) 

 

The AR Series was performed using the optimum width reduction geometry. Fig. 19 

indicates that as the aspect ratio increases, the PEEQ index decreases. The excessively 

high strain values at low aspect ratio were the driving reason to replace a single element 

with a series of arms. For aspect ratios greater than 2, plastic strain demand converges to 

a stable value. From a castability standpoint, it is preferred to minimize the number of 

parallel arms within the MC because of tooling cost and solidification integrity. 

Therefore, the minimum aspect ratio producing the lower bound strain L/Bmax= 2.0 was 

selected for the arm geometry. 

 

Effect of Radius (r0)  

 

The arm fillet plays an important role in minimizing the strain demand as very small radii 

create a location of concentrated plastic strain demand. The fillet radius r0 producing the 

minimum value of PEEQ index at each arm length is reasonably approximated as: 

),(
6451

0 mm
L

r =  L in mm                                                      (20) 
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A. 7 CONCLUSIONS 

 

This paper presents the optimal geometry of variable section arm elements for an 

innovative cast modular connector (MC) for seismic resistant bolted connections. 

Optimum geometry was determined through an extensive analytical parameter study 

supported by simple theoretical models. Performance is optimized by the following 

geometric ratios: 

• a percentage width reduction Bmin / Bmax = 0.45 

   • an aspect ratio L /Bmax =2 

• a limiting length-to-thickness ratio  L / t > 4 

• a fillet radius of 6451/L   where r0, L is in mm 

This geometry was subsequently experimentally verified (Sumer at al. 2005b). MC 

prototypes using this geometry (and other features to reduce bolt force demands), 

exhibited remarkable and repeatable ductility (a monotonic ductility of over 0.08 rad on a 

W30 depth beam and a low-cycle fatigue life of 44 cycles at 0.024 rad). The MC global 

strength, stiffness and ductility for the optimum geometry is predicted accurately through 

calibrated design formulas (Sumer at al. 2005a). 
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A. 10 NOTATION 

 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

b = width of arm section; 

C = compression force in beam flange; 

E, E

_

     = elastic, effective modulus of elasticity; 

G  = shear modulus; 

I = moment of inertia of arm section; 

Tbm = tension force in beam flange; 

Vbm = shear force acting on beam; 

yi = distance in y-axis; 

y0 = half depth of elastic core;  

z = distance in z-axis; 

Subscript 

ave = average; 

i = section number; 

M = due to moment;  

MN = due to moment and axial force;  

MVN  = due to moment, shear and axial force; 

p = plastic; 

pl = plastic strain; 

u = ultimate condition; 
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Y = yield; 

y = global y-axis; 
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A. 11 FIGURES 

Arm 

(See Fig. 6(a))

Base

End-region

Bolt holes
Parallel Arms

 

Fig. 1. MC configuration 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Simplified representation of MC connection under beam moment 
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Fig. 3. Model of MC arm: (a) compatibility, (b) end forces, (c) section free body diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. MC arm geometry: Geometric parameters and optimum geometry 
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Fig. 5. Cast material: FE material models and tension coupon tests 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Finite element models: (a) half-symmetry of a single arm, (b) multiple arm model 
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Fig. 7. Strain comparisons of FE models and an MC experiment 
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Fig. 8. Maximum triaxiality in MC arms 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of WT, ADAS, and MC: (a) geometry; (b) plastic strain distribution at 0.05 

rad; (c) plastic strain contour 
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Fig. 11. Load displacement of the MC arm for various width reduction ratio: (a) constant Bmax; (b) 

constant Bmin  
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Fig. 12. Effect of thickness on catenary force 
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Fig. 13. Normalized forces at 5 sections: (a) t =13 mm, (b) t =19 mm, and (c) t =38 mm 
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Fig. 14. Unity ratio: (a) t =13 mm, (b) t =19 mm, and (c) t =38 mm 
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   (a)             (b) 

Fig. 15. Plastic strain distribution along the arm: (a) Line plot at 0.05 rad and (b) Contour plot at 

0.10 rad 
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Fig. 16. PEEQ index vs. length to thickness ratio 
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Fig. 17. Ductile fracture index at discrete points along the arm length 
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Fig. 18. MC arm at usable rotation demand: (a) PEEQ index vs. t, (b) efficiency index vs. t 
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A. 12 TABLES 

Table 1. Parametric studies to determine optimum arm geometry
a
. 

Study 

Name 

Study 

No. 

# of 

runs 

L 

(in
 
)
 

b
 

Bmin 

(in)
 b

 

Bmax 

(in)
 b

 

r0 

(in)
 b

 

t 

(in)
 b

 max

min

B

B
 

maxB

L
 

t

L
 

L

r0
 

1 7 3.00 0.60 - 

0.90 

1.50 2.50 – 

3.30 

0.75 0.40– 0.60 2.00 4.00 0.80 – 

1.10 

2 6 4.00 0.60 - 

1.20 

2.00 2.50 0.75 0.30 – 0.60 2.00 5.30 0.60 WR 

3 5 5.00 0.75 -1.50 2.50 2.00 0.75 0.30 – 0.60 2.00 6.70 0.40 

1 5 3.00 0.68 1.50 2.80 0.25 - 

1.50 

0.45 2.00 2.00 – 

12.0 

0.90 

2 5 4.00 0.90 2.00 2.50 0.25 - 

1.50 

0.45 2.00 2.70– 

16.0 

0.60 

3 5 5.00 1.13 2.50 2.00 0.25 - 

1.50 

0.45 2.00 3.30 – 

20.0 

0.40 

LT 

4 2 6.00 1.35 3.00 2.00 1.00, 2.00 0.45 2.00 3.00 – 

6.00 

0.30 

1 8 3.00 0.50 - 

3.00 

1.00 – 

6.00 

3.20 – 

1.20 

0.75 0.50 0.5 – 3 4.00 0.40 – 

1.10 

2 8 4.00 0.50– 4.00 1.00 – 

8.00 

2.00 – 

1.60 

0.75 0.50 0.5 – 4 5.30 0.4 0– 

0.50 
AR 

3 7 5.00 0.75 – 

5.00 

1.50 – 

10.0 

2.00 0.75 0.50 0.5 – 3.3 6.70 0.40 

1 8 3.00 0.75 1.50 0.40 – 

3.20 

0.75 0.50 2.00 4.00 0.10 – 

1.10 

2 6 4.00 1.00 2.00 0.50 – 

4.20 

0.75 0.50 2.00 5.30 0.10 – 

1.10 
FR 

3 8 5.00 1.25 2.50 0.50 – 

5.30 

0.75 0.50 2.00 6.70 0.10 – 

1.10 

a
 Boxed entries indicate parameter under study and affected geometric ratio. 

b
 1 inch = 25.4 mm 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CAST MODULAR CONNECTOR FOR SEISMIC-

RESISTANT STEEL MOMENT FRAMES. PART 1: PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT 

 

ALI SUMER, ROBERT B. FLEISCHMAN, AND BLAKE E. HOSKISSON 

 

B. 1 ABSTRACT 

 

A cast modular connector (MC) has been developed for use in seismic-resistant steel 

moment frames. The MC is a field bolted beam flange connection intended to serve as 

the frame’s special energy-dissipating detail. The connector is specifically configured for 

optimal seismic performance through a casting process. The MC possesses inherent 

ductility through variable-section arms that minimize plastic strain demand and a reliable 

yet economical fastening method through a base end-region that virtually eliminates 

prying forces on bolts.  

This paper focuses on the development of a Beta prototype design for the MC. 

This development process focused on the isolated connector rather than full-connection 

behavior. The MC Beta prototype design was developed using a comprehensive 

analytical investigation of trial configurations and key parameters using nonlinear 

(material and geometry) finite element analysis. Lessons were learned from an Alpha 

prototype. Designs were alternately evaluated for structural performance and castability 

through the electronic exchange of solid model files with steel foundry industry partners.  
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 The analytical results indicate the potential for excellent ductility and energy 

dissipation characteristics in the MC Beta prototype. A subsequent companion paper will 

describe the creation of a physical prototype and the experimental program that provides 

verification of the analytical results presented here.  

 

B. 2 INTRODUCTION 

 

A modular connector (MC) has been developed for use as an energy dissipating detail in 

seismic-resistant steel moment frames. The MC (See Figure 1) is a cast steel piece 

specially configured to provide reliable and consistent seismic performance, and serves 

as a bolted alternative to several new cast forms (modular nodes) being developed for 

welded construction (Fleischman et al., 2002). These modular forms consider seismic 

performance requirements as a first step in design, prior to establishing the connection 

configuration. The impetus for developing the modular connections was the discovered 

susceptibility of welded beam-to-column connections in steel special moment frames 

(SMFs) to fracture during earthquakes (Malley, 1998). The poor performance of the 

SMFs has led to major revisions in the design and construction of welded connections 

(FEMA-350, 2000) but also a renewed interest in bolted connections (FEMA-355D, 

2000). The MC is one such bolted connection specially made for seismic performance. 

 The MC provides reliable and repeatable seismic performance through a 

configuration specifically engineered for superior ductility and energy dissipation. The 

geometries required to accomplish this goal are not readily available with traditional 
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rolled shapes. Thus, the MC designs (as well as the modular node designs) rely on the 

versatility afforded by the casting process to engineer an optimal geometric configuration 

for seismic performance. This approach is in contrast to the traditional practice of 

attempting to join main members directly or with arrangements of other rolled shapes 

(detail material). The designs further rely on advancements in casting technology to 

ensure that the connector possesses the required strength and ductility. 

 This paper describes the analytical development of a working prototype design 

for the MC. This stage of the development process involved a comprehensive program 

including: interdisciplinary industry meetings at the conceptual stages, extensive 

analytical research, castability and constructability studies. A companion paper (Sumer et 

al., 2006) describes the prototyping and experimental verification of the MC Beta design. 

In both the analytical development and the experimental verification the focus is on the 

connector itself (rather than joint behavior). Lessons were learned from an unsuccessful 

Alpha prototype that influenced and directed the designs for the later version. The result 

is a second generation (Beta) MC prototype that exhibits exceptional seismic 

performance in analytical simulations of isolated connectors including high-energy 

dissipation, ductility, and repeatability.  

 

Modular Connector 

 

The MC connects the beam flange to the column. Typical construction will involve shop-

welding or bolting the MC to the beam and field-bolting the MC to the column (See 
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Figure 5). The MC is thus identical in position and similar in form to structural tee (WT) 

sections (AISC, 2001) used in traditional semi- or fully-rigid bolted T-stub connections 

(Swanson and Leon, 2000). However, the MC configuration contains two major 

differences that distinguish it from a WT: (1) a series of variable cross-section “arm” 

elements; and (2) end-regions connected by a base (Refer to Figure 1). These features 

virtually eliminate high plastic strain demand and bolt prying forces, thereby producing 

superior energy dissipation and cyclic ductility characteristics. 

(1) Arm elements: The intent of the MC design is to develop the ductility within 

the connector itself, an objective accomplished through stable yielding of arm elements. 

The use of the term “stable” here refers to the ability of these arm elements to undergo 

repeated plastic deformation cycles without loss of strength due to tearing, fracture or 

buckling. These arm elements possess variable cross-sections that produce a plastic zone 

distributed along the entire length of the element. Such a distribution reduces the 

intensity of strain concentrations that would occur, for instance, with the uniform section 

of a structural tee. This approach has been used successfully in various metal dampers 

used primarily for bracing systems (Whittaker et al., 1989) i.e. “Added Damping and 

Stiffness Plate Elements” (ADAS) (see Background). However, a different geometry is 

required for the MC application (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006) as will be summarized in 

the paper. The elimination of plastic strain concentrations permits the MC to more 

reliably survive large seismic events.   

(2) End-region: The end-region is configured to eliminate prying, thereby 

significantly reducing the forces that would otherwise develop in the bolts when the MC 
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is subjected to axial tension from the beam flange. Reduction of force demands on the 

bolt is desirable from a capacity design standpoint (Astaneh, 1995). Of several end-

region configurations considered (see Figure 15), the base configuration shown in Figure 

1 emerged as the most effective and was incorporated into the MC prototype. The base 

eliminates prying by providing an alternate load path for the bending forces that typically 

“pry” the bolts at each end of a flange connector. Instead, a set of self-equilibrating 

forces are developed that cancel out in the connector, permitting the fasteners to carry 

axial force alone (see “Evaluation of End-regions”). The incorporation of features to 

eliminate prying is key for the MC because in relying on long arm elements for ductility, 

a large eccentricity is created between the beam flange and column bolts. Such 

eccentricity would produce significant prying forces in a traditional connection (Nair et 

al., 1974). 

 

B. 3 BACKGROUND 

 

Bolted rigid moment connections for SMFs (Steel Special Moment Frames) (Popov, 

2002) and bolted semi-rigid connections for partially restrained frames (Maison et al., 

2000) have been investigated as alternatives to welded moment frames (Leon et al., 

1999). The MC is a modified version of a bolted semi-rigid connection, the T-Stub, using 

casting technology to produce a series of variable section arm elements. These elements 

share the concept used in certain metal dampers (the ADAS device), but are configured 

differently due to changes in the application, in particular the presence of significant 
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catenary forces. Background on bolted T-Stubs, ADAS devices and the steel castings 

process is presented in the following paragraphs.  

 

Bolted T-Stub Connections 

 

The T-stub connection is comprised of a pair of WT sections connected by bolts at the 

beam flanges and bolted to the column. For seismic applications, the connection can be 

designed as a force-based detail, i.e. made stronger than the beam through a capacity 

design, thus forcing the plastic hinge into the beam (FEMA-267B, 1999). Conversely, the 

connection pieces themselves can be used as the energy dissipating detail to develop the 

ductility. In the latter approach, energy dissipation in the T-stub detail will occur through 

concentrated plastic hinges forming in the tee flange sections adjacent to the bolt head 

and the tee stem (Piluso et al., 2001) and tensile yielding of the tee stem (Leon et al., 

1999). Regardless of the approach, the eccentricity between the tee stem and the column 

bolts will cause prying forces (Q) to develop (AISC, 2001) as shown in Figure 2. These 

prying forces amplify the axial force in the bolt and also create flexure in the bolt (Nair et 

al., 1974). Prying forces are often sufficient to require bolt sizes that are impractical for 

connections carrying large moments such as would occur in high seismic zones, or may 

also render the bolt the critical component. Frictional resistance of high strength bolts 

during slip affects hysteretic behavior of the connection (Roeder et al., 1994). Therefore, 

prying actions can lead to less efficient energy dissipation from slippage due to 

successive losses in pretension 
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Added Damping and Stiffness Plate Elements (ADAS) 

 

Various metallic plate damper designs have been proposed as passive energy devices 

over the past two decades. Triangular plate devices developed in New Zealand (Tyler 

1978) were extended for use as piping support elements (Steimer, 1981). X-shaped plates, 

modified from the triangular plate devices, have been used as an energy-dissipating 

component of base isolation systems (Steimer, 1984). More recently, researchers 

(Whittaker et al., 1989) investigated the use of metal dampers to increase the energy 

dissipation capacity of conventional steel braced frames. These dampers, termed ADAS 

devices consisted of X-shaped A36 steel plates (See Figure 3a) bolted together at each 

end to approach fixed boundaries (See Figure 3b). The ADAS devices are oriented 

relative to the braces in the element’s weak axis (See Figure 3c) to efficiently spread the 

inelastic demand of reverse curvature flexure. Tests performed by Bergman (1987) and 

Aiken et al. (1993) showed that ADAS elements can safely be designed for displacement 

ranges up to about 10 times of yield displacement. 

 

Steel Castings and the Steel Casting Process  

 

Steel castings find widespread use as structural components in heavy industry 

applications that are safety critical, performance demanding (often subject to impact or 

sustained pressure) and in harsh environments (Monroe, 1995). 

Steel foundries produce steel castings ranging from a few pounds to several tons. 
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Figure 4 shows the casting of the MC Alpha prototype. The castings are created by 

pouring molten steel into molds (See Figure 4a). These molds are made by the joining of 

two opposing parts, typically a resin coated sand (1% phenolic urethane base) formed 

around a wood pattern of the cast piece (See Figure 4b). Internal features such as cavities 

are formed by placing solid parts, termed cores, within the molds (See Figure 4c).  

Similar material to rolled steel (in terms of chemical composition and mechanical 

properties) can be cast, though castings do not receive the benefits of cold working 

associated with the rolling process. Instead, cast steel is isotropic with properties 

typically falling between the longitudinal and transverse properties of rolled steel. 

However these properties only represent the quality of the steel, and not necessarily the 

quality of the castings itself. A further requirement is that the casting has to be sound. 

Casting integrity is determined by solidification conditions that are heavily influenced by 

piece shape, size and wall thickness. In this regard, an essential feature of the casting 

process is the compensation of volumetric contraction in the cast piece during cooling to 

avoid internal shrinkage cavities. This objective is achieved by the strategic placement of 

a number of gravity-driven liquid feed metal reservoirs within the mold, termed risers 

(See Figure 4d). Quality control measures include mechanical testing, chemical 

spectrography, and non-destructive evaluation. 

A major challenge in developing the physical prototype for the MC is to create a 

configuration that meets the seismic performance requirements and at the same time can 

be reliably cast, as discussed in the companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006).  
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B. 4 PROGRAM TO DEVELOP MODULAR CONNECTOR (MC) PROTOTYPE 

 

The modular connector (MC) prototype was developed through an analytical research 

program and verified by an experimental research program (Sumer et al., 2006). Given 

that the form of the MC was entirely undefined at the initiation of the research, it was felt 

essential that the development process limit its focus on the component response of 

isolated connectors rather than starting with overall connection behavior. A simplified 

representation of connection mechanics (See Figure 5) is used to interpret the results of 

the analyses in this stage. Beam end moments are approximated as a tension-compression 

couple transfer through the beam flanges (Tbm ≅ Mbm/dbm); the beam end relative rotation 

(θconn) can be related to the MC displacement by assuming rotation about the opposing 

flange (∆ = θconndbm). The web connection contribution to flexure is ignored in this 

representation, and is assumed to carry only the (entire) shear force (see Figure 5). For 

the simplified representation, the load at the MC stem (P ≅ Tbm) is applied perpendicular 

to the column face, as is the axial deflection ∆ (see inset in Figure 5). 

The isolated connector loading is a simplification of actual conditions. However, 

the examination of isolated specimens allowed economical and rapid evaluation of 

parameters for development of the MC prototype. The adequacy of these approximations 

was evaluated in a limited number of analyses of the full connection and shown to be 

acceptable (Sumer, 2002).   

The primary objective of the MC design is to provide reliable connection plastic 

rotation capacity. For this purpose, a limit of useful (monotonic) connection rotation was 
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chosen at 0.05 rad. This value differs from the accepted cyclic ductility requirement of 

0.04 rad in Appendix S of the AISC “Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings” 

for reasons that are elucidated in the companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006). The 

connector displacement corresponding to this rotation is a beam-depth dependent 

quantity. For the purpose of evaluating features for the MC design, transformations in 

this paper are referenced to a 30 inch-deep beam. Thus, the deflection used to evaluate 

the MC is 0.05x30″ = 1.5″. Designs are evaluated by examining the maximum plastic 

strain at this “useful limit” displacement demand. Because the plastic strain field is two- 

or three–dimensional, the plastic strain components must be combined into a single scalar 

to allow comparison with an allowable value. In this paper, a function of plastic strains in 

the principal directions, termed Von Mises or “equivalent plastic” strain (ANSYS, 2003), 

is used for this comparison. 

The analytical program involved extensive nonlinear finite element (FE) analysis. 

Two-dimensional finite element (2D-FE) models were used to rapidly evaluate 

parameters and develop the basic form of the prototypes. Three dimensional finite 

element (3D-FE) solid models were used for verification of the 2D-FE models, stability 

examinations, castability analyses, and experimental predictions using the final prototype.  

 

Alpha Prototype 

 

The first generation MC design, or Alpha prototype (Fleischman and Hoskisson, 2000) 

possessed a variable section created through thickness reduction termed an “hourglass” 
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arm (See Figure 6). This prototype design was ultimately abandoned and therefore is not 

the focus of this paper, but some brief comments on its performance may be helpful to 

understand choices made in the MC Beta prototype design. 

Equivalent plastic strain contours of a half-symmetry model of an isolated Alpha 

prototype and a comparable WT (T-Stub detail piece) at identical deformation demand 

are shown in Figure 7. In these small deflection theory analyses, the Alpha prototype 

exhibited the desired behavior as evidenced in the spread of the plastic zone causing 

lower plastic strain in the MC in comparison to the WT, and the stiffness of the base 

creates significantly lower plastic strain in the bolt threads and no plastic behavior in the 

bolt shank (Hoskisson, 2000). 

 However, the Alpha prototype did not exhibit the expected ductility in 

experiments (Hoskisson, 2000). The casting was cycled 13 times at an amplitude of only 

0.4 inches (or 0.013 rad. for a 30 inch deep beam) prior to a low-cycle fatigue failure at 

the end of the arm (See Figure 8).  

The unsuccessful performance of the Alpha prototype was primarily due to two 

factors: (1) castability issues associated with creating the physical prototype, as discussed 

in the companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006); and (2) the underestimation of the 

importance of catenary action, as described next. 

 

Catenary Action  

 

The base end-region configuration will be shown to minimize bolt forces in the MC 
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(Sumer et al., 2006). However, the high stiffness it provides also causes catenary forces 

to develop in the MC arms at large ductility demand (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). A 

catenary force is an axial tension force that builds up in a flexural member at large 

deflection due to its lengthening (see Figure 9a). Catenary effects were typically ignored 

for the ADAS device as it possessed boundary conditions at the device ends that 

provided some compliance to axial deformation (Whittaker et al., 1989). It was noted 

these forces in the ADAS should still be accounted at large displacement levels; they 

were compensated for in the experimental loading (Alonso, 1989).  For the MC 

application, however, where compliance to axial deformation would translate directly 

into rigid body rotation of the beam at the column connection, high axial stiffness is 

desirable, and thus rather than avoid catenary force, the goal is simply to create a form 

that can accommodate it. 

As the arm deflects, the relationship between the local shear, axial force and 

moment acting on a section change due to the orientation (see Figure 9a). This action is 

termed geometric nonlinearity. It is noted that later equations will be based on the 

catenary force at the arm terminus, N, which is parallel to the column face. Since the MC 

arm is intended to serve as the source of energy dissipation in a seismic event, material 

nonlinearity is also involved. The MC arm yield state is dependent on all three force 

components at a section: moment, shear and axial force (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). 

Accordingly, the element constitutive relationships in the finite element analyses 

for developing the MC prototype utilize material plasticity and large deformation 

capabilities. The distributed plasticity formulation inherent in the solid model is 
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appropriate for capturing shear/flexure modes present in the arms. The material model for 

monotonic loading employs multi-linear kinematic hardening principles, the Von Mises 

yield function, and the Prandtl-Reuss Flow Equation (ANSYS, 2003). Mild steel stress-

strain curves are reproduced from uniaxial tension tests for the cast steel and converted 

into detailed piecewise-linear true stress/logarithmic strain relationships for large 

deformation analysis (See Figure 9b). For the monotonic analyses, the formation of a 

ductile crack (Kuwamura, 1997) was assumed when the (true) strain reached a critical 

strain value (indicated in Figure 9b), taken as the ultimate true strain value of 0.285 

(Fleischman and Sumer, 2006) from the foundry mechanical testing of the cast material. 

This approach for the prototype development, albeit approximate, is subsequently 

validated in experiments (Sumer et al., 2006).  

 

B. 5 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MC BETA PROTOTYPE 

 

The development of the MC Beta prototype configuration shown in Figure 1 centered on 

two analytical investigations: (1) determination of optimum arm geometry; and, (2) 

evaluation of end-region alternatives. These investigations are summarized here and 

design expressions are provided. It is noted that a detailed description of the former 

appears in (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). The analytical studies were performed under 

monotonic loading conditions. Once the prototype configuration was established, the 

design was validated (analytically and experimentally) under cyclic loading conditions 

(Sumer et al., 2006). 
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Determination of Optimum Arm Geometry 

 

Arm geometry is described by four main geometric parameters as indicated in Figure 10a: 

(a) maximum nominal width, Bmax, at the end of the arm; (b) minimum width, Bmin, at the 

middle of the arm; (c) length of the arm, L; and, (d) arm thickness, t. Fillets transition the 

constant width mid-region to secants between opposing ends of the maximum nominal 

width (these secants make an X-shape) and also at the end of the arms. 

 Optimum arm geometry (in terms of minimizing plastic strain demand) is defined 

through the following geometric ratios identified in parametric studies (Fleischman and 

Sumer, 2006) and shown in Figure 10b:  

(a) a percentage width reduction Bmin/Bmax = 0.45;  

(b) an aspect ratio L/Bmax= 2;  

(c) a limiting length-to-thickness ratio L / t > 4, and 

(d) a fillet radius r0 = 10/L (where r0, L are in inches). 

To illustrate the effect of width reduction, consider a comparison between the MC arm 

(using the optimum geometry of Figure 10b), a constant width plate (representing a 

traditional connection detail piece such as the flange of a WT section), and an ADAS 

element. Results are shown for half-symmetry representations of single arm elements 

using a fine-mesh 3D-FE model (See Figure 11c). The elements are the same length and 

share the same maximum width. At the “useful limit” displacement (corresponding to 

0.05 rad), concentration of plastic strain is observed at the ends of the constant width 

plate as a result of the plastic hinges forming due to reverse curvature bending (See WT 
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in Figure 11b,c). As a result, the strains in this region are beyond the previously defined 

“critical” strain of 0.285. The ADAS geometry eliminates the concentrated plastic hinges 

as has been well documented (See Background). However, the ADAS shape develops a 

strain concentration at the minimum section (See ADAS in Figure 11b, c). The reason for 

this concentration, analogous to “necking” of a tensile coupon, is the development of 

catenary forces. The critical strain was exceeded for the ADAS at a connection rotation 

of 0.022 rad. In contrast, the MC geometry produces a relatively uniform plastic 

distribution along the arm (See MC in Figure 11c) and is at all locations below the 

critical strain (See Figure 11b).  

Another key geometric ratio is the arm aspect ratio (L/Bmax). Figure 12 shows 

plastic strain vs. arm aspect ratio at 0.05 rad for three arm lengths. As seen, the strain 

demands become insensitive to this parameter at aspect ratios greater than 2.  However, 

the plastic strain demand grows rapidly as the arm becomes squatter (this response 

explains why the MC employs a series of parallel arms rather than a single bending 

element). As shown by the schematics in Figure 12, the greater the aspect ratio, the more 

parallel arms fit on a given connector width, and thus the less practical the casting (more 

expensive tooling required). This condition dictates use of the lowest aspect ratio that 

still minimizes strain demand, i.e. L/Bmax=2.  

The remaining requirements of the length-to-thickness limit and the radius size 

are needed to avoid a less ductile shear/flexure mechanism exhibited by thicker arms and 

strain concentrations in the transition regions, respectively (Fleischman and Sumer, 

2006).  The uniform strain response shown in Figure 11b is representative of all MCs of 
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practical length provided they possess these optimum ratios. With optimum geometry 

established, MC design quantities can be developed. 

 

MC Design Quantities 

 

Design expressions (strength, stiffness and ductility) are presented here for MC arms 

possessing the optimized geometric ratios. The expressions are semi-rational, i.e. based 

on classical formulas but calibrated to finite element parametric studies. The strength and 

stiffness values for a single arm are converted into design quantities for the entire MC by 

multiplying by the number of arms (n). All units are in kips and inches.   

Figure 13a shows a schematic of the load-deflection for an isolated MC with the 

key design quantities indicated. The MC yield strength Py is controlled by a flexural 

mechanism forming in the arms under double curvature (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). 

For a single arm, the classical plastic mechanism (See inset (i) in Figure 13a) is LM
arm

p
2  

where arm

y

arm

p
ZFM =  and Zarm

=¼Bmax t
2. Substituting the optimized geometry, for n arms 

gives: 

223.0 tnFP
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=       (1) 

where a calibration factor of 0.9 has been introduced to match the finite element analyses 

(See Figure 14a). Similarly, the classical solution for the stiffness of a fixed-guided beam 

of 3
12 LEI

arm

eff
 leads to a MC initial stiffness Ki of: 
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= , and a calibration factor of 0.8 is used to match the finite element 

results (See Figure 14b). 

It is noted that the optimum geometry, expressed as ratios, essentially relates the 

design quantities to a single geometric parameter. Arm length L is the reasonable choice 

for this independent variable. For convenience, the design quantities in Equations (1) and 

(2) have been expressed both in terms of L and t, since the L/t ratio of 4 is only a lower 

limit, and thus this exact relationship may not hold for all designs. Nevertheless, it is 

useful to examine the effect of this independent parameter L on the MC response. 

Figure 13b shows the load-deflection response (for individual arms, not the entire 

connector) for three arms of the same thickness but of differing length, and each 

possessing the optimized geometric ratios as shown in Figure 10b. It may seem 

counterintuitive that a longer arm of identical thickness would possess the same yield 

strength; however the section width also increases to keep the optimum geometry (this 

explains why L does not appear in Equation (1)). Thus, the reduction in strength from a 

longer arm span is balanced by the wider arm cross-section. However, fewer parallel 

arms will be able to fit the available geometry of the column face. Therefore, while the 

individual arm strength stays constant, the overall MC yield strength (and stiffness) will 

decrease as the arm lengthens (for a given thickness), since the number of arms, n, able to 

fit the available column face decreases.  

The benefits of increasing MC strength and stiffness through the use of shorter 
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arm lengths is, however, offset by two factors: (1) ductility capacity; (2) onset of the 

stability point. For the former, an efficiency measure (arm strength relative to plastic 

strain demand) was shown to increase with arm length (Fleischman and Sumer, 2006); in 

other words, the gain in strength of a shorter arm is exceeded by the loss in ductility. 

Consideration of the latter, stability point, requires further examination of the MC arm 

response, as discussed next.  

The curves in Figure 13b exhibit a significant overstrength (Pu/Py). The reason for 

this overstrength is the development of catenary action. The catenary forces augment the 

maximum force possible from a plastic mechanism only. The maximum catenary force 

possible is controlled by the minimum cross-section in the MC arm, Amin=Bmint (See 

Figure 10a), and accordingly the largest catenary force that can be supported is   

Nmid,u=BmintFu , which in terms of the optimum geometry is, for a single MC arm: 

uumid
LtFN 203.0, =       (3) 

where a finite element calibration factor of 0.904 has been applied. Attainment of this 

catenary force corresponds to the achievement of Pu for the connector. Accordingly, the 

deflection at Pu is termed a stability point since once achieved, the MC arm undergoes a 

“necking” mechanism at its minimum arm cross-section. This is the same mechanism 

exhibited by the ADAS in Figure 11c, thus the MC arm geometry delays rather than 

eliminates this behavior. An empirical expression was developed for the stability point 

deflection (See Figure 14c):  

25.0486.0 Lt
u

=∆       (4) 

Using this value, a simple kinematic relationship transforms the maximum catenary force 
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into an increment of load on the connector, which is added to the yield load to produce 

the MC ultimate strength: 

cyu
PPP δ+=        (5a) 

where δPc is the increment of load mainly due to catenary forces. Eqn. (5a) can be 

rewritten as: 
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where 0.92 is the finite element analysis calibration factor and the term in the brackets is 

the simple transformation based on the truss analogy (See inset (ii) in Figure 13a) that 

accounts for the fact that Nmid acts at an angle (See Figure 9a). This ultimate value can be 

referenced back to the strength at the “useful” rotation P0.05 (indicated schematically in 

Figure 13a), approximated using a straight line interpolation: 
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The accuracy of the design equation is shown in Figure 14a.  

 The design intent dictates that the MC arm must be long enough to prevent the 

stability point from occurring within expected beam rotation demands. The deflections 

corresponding to “useful” rotations are indicated for 24, 30 and 36-inch deep beams in 

Figure 13b, implying a MC arm length requirement of approximately L>dbm/8 for the 

cases shown, appearing (with a factor of safety applied) as L>dbm/6.5 in the prototyping 

(Sumer et al., 2006). The use of longer arms means that arm thickness should remain 

reasonably near the allowable upper limit (t = L/4) in the interest of maximizing strength 
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and stiffness, as well as castability (Sumer et al., 2006). The need for longer arm 

elements also leads to the next step in the concept development: creating a bolted 

connector with sufficiently long flexural spans that does not suffer adverse performance 

due to bolt prying. 

 

Evaluation of End Regions 

 

The use of a cast configuration permits the consideration of non-traditional shapes for the 

areas where the connector is bolted. The primary objective in selecting a shape for these 

“end-regions” is to minimize the high prying forces and moments that would otherwise 

occur in bolts at longer gages. The end-region can also provide a stiff boundary for the 

arms. Four possible end-region configurations were considered: MC-NoBase, MC Beta, 

MC-Outrigger, and MC-Eccentric (See Figure 15). The MC-NoBase configuration (end-

region with no added features) is simply used as a control to compare the MC directly to 

a WT, thus allowing the effects of the arms to be isolated. The MC Beta configuration 

contains a back piece (or base) that connects each end-region and, as will be described, 

was the eventual choice for the MC Beta prototype. The MC-Outrigger configuration 

employs an extended outer bearing pad that increases the leverage of the contact region. 

The MC-Eccentric configuration has an end-region that contains secondary bolts 

eccentric to the main bolts. Note that for each configuration, an element at the junction of 

the arms protrudes to the back of the connector. This feature, termed a compression pad, 
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is provided to transmit the beam flange compressive loads directly to the column as the 

MC cycles between tension and compression loading during seismic response.  

 In order to evaluate the end-region configurations, a 2D-FE model was created 

representing a tributary cross-section of the MC. Figure 16 shows the 2D-FE model in 

half-symmetry representation about the stem. It is noted that this is the scaled MC Beta 

used in the experimental program (Sumer et al., 2006). 

The 2D-FE MC model is a plane-stress representation of a single arm of the MC 

with a scaled representation of the bolt. Plane-stress quadrilateral elements represent the 

angle and bolt; point-to-point pseudo-elements capture contact between the MC, the bolt 

and the column flange. The load is applied via displacement control at the MC stem. The 

models include material and geometric nonlinearity, the latter due to changing contact 

surface and catenary action at large deflection. The aspects of bolt behavior captured in 

the model include preload, slip, bearing, axial/rotational flexibility, non-uniform pressure 

distributions, and fastener inelasticity. Evaluation of several designs, as required in 

developmental research, was facilitated by the parametric design language and adaptive 

meshing features of the commercial software ANSYS (ANSYS, 2003).  

The end-region alternatives were conceived with consideration of prying effects 

only. However, catenary forces were also found to affect bolt performance. Thus, prior to 

discussing the reduction of prying forces, the effect of catenary forces on the bolts is 

presented. To illustrate this, consider Figure 17, which shows load versus deflection at 

the MC stem and catenary force versus deflection for two end-region alternatives: MC 

Beta (with a base) and MC-NoBase (without a base). The two connectors exhibit nearly 
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identical overall load-displacement behavior and catenary force development into the 

post-yield regime. However, at approximately 0.7″ deflection, within the useful 

displacement range, bolt slip (due to the catenary force) occurs for the MC-NoBase. 

Though the overall load-displacement response (See Figure 17a) does not change 

significantly, the catenary force (See Figure 17b) in the MC-NoBase levels off while the 

MC Beta continues to carry increasing catenary force (due to a self-equilibrating force in 

the base as will be shown later). Once the MC-NoBase bolts slip into bearing, the 

catenary force increase resumes, but is now transferred as direct shear in the bolt rather 

than through the friction. Thus, the MC-NoBase under tension is susceptible to a bolt 

shear failure. Among the end-region alternatives considered, all seemingly effective in 

resisting traditional prying, only the base end-region fully protects the bolts from 

catenary-action shear loading (the MC-Eccentric provides reasonable protection but was 

abandoned due to the difficulty associated with the extra bolting). Therefore, the base 

feature was selected as the MC end-region configuration. Accordingly, the discussion of 

prying mitigation to follow will be restricted to this configuration. 

The equilibrium condition in Figure 18b for a traditional flange connection results 

in a bolt force amplified by a prying force Q; and a moment Qa that must be resisted by 

the section at the bolt line. The goal of the MC end-region configuration is to minimize 

or eliminate the prying force Q to avoid an axial failure in the bolt threads (due to Q) or a 

flexural failure in the bolt shank (due to Qa). Also required, and not fully appreciated at 

the outset of the study, was the need for redirecting the catenary force to avoid a bolt 

shear failure. For the MC Beta end region (Figure 18a), both these objectives are 
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accomplished through the development of self-equilibrating forces in the base. The 

component of the catenary force parallel to the base creates tension at the end of the arm 

(N). This tension force is equilibrated by an (essentially) equal and opposite compression 

force in the base (for convenience, one arm is assumed tributary to one bolt for this 

schematic). The couple established by these forces (acting at an arm/base separation s) 

can equilibrate the couple created by the eccentrically applied arm shear (equal to Parm 

acting at a distance e) with the total bolt reaction (TB-C) without the presence of a prying 

force. This is clearly impossible for the traditional WT (See Figure 18b).  

To account for the full equilibrium condition, finite element analyses of the half-

symmetry model shown in Figure 16 were examined varying the parameters e and s (as 

indicated in Figure 18a), where e and s refer to bolt-to-arm eccentricity and arm-base 

separation distances respectively. In the analyses, the bolts (7/8” A325) have been 

selected such that their factored tension strength (and hence their initial pretension) is 

slightly greater than the MC ultimate load, Pu. 

Figure 19 shows a schematic for the different prying conditions obtained in the 

analyses. As may be expected, when e becomes large with respect to s (Figure 19a, top) 

or s small with respect to e (Figure 19b, bottom), prying forces develop. Interestingly, if 

the opposite situation exists, i.e. e small with respect to s (Figure 19a, bottom) or s large 

with respect to e (Figure 19b, top), the contact condition migrates to a position inside the 

bolt gage. These outcomes imply a critical combination of e and s exists at which contact 

occurs at the bolt line only, and hence prying is eliminated, as did occur in the analyses 
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(See Figures 20 a, b mid). Using Figure 18a, the determination of this optimum end 

region geometry is as follows: 

The FE analyses indicated that the base lifts off the column flange surface 

between the end regions (See Figure 18a). With no contact occurring between the base 

and column flange, the shear in the base (Vbase) is zero. Further, the analyses indicate that 

the moment at the end of the base (Mbase) is negligible for a clamped condition (i.e., bolt 

pretension not overcome). Thus the resulting equilibrium relationship is:  

ePMsN
armarm

×≅−×     (7) 

where N is the catenary force at the arm terminus (parallel to base), and the term n / 2 

refers to arms on one side of the MC. A relationship for dimensions e and s can be 

developed by evaluating Equation (7) at ultimate: Parm=Pu/n; the catenary force 

component parallel to the base is simply the horizontal component of Nmid,u , expressed 

here using the simple truss analogy (inset (ii) in Figure 13a):  
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The arm end moment, Marm is approximated using a section plastic moment including 

strain hardening, but reduced for the presence of axial load, as determined in (Fleischman 

and Sumer, 2006), and in terms of the optimum geometry is: 

yarm
FLtM

215.0≅      (9) 

In this way, a relationship can be established for the design parameters s and e that 

minimizes Q (i.e. Q�0).    
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where e and s are in inches. Clearly a desire exists to minimize s for practical reasons 

related to terminating the beam near the column face and minimizing e for fitting a web 

connection between the modular connectors. Thus, the value of s is selected just large 

enough to provide the needed separation between the arm and base for castability 

requirements, as is described in (Sumer et al., 2006).  

The elimination of prying allows the bolts to be sized for direct tension. Using 

capacity design concepts, this value should be based on the largest direct tension that can 

develop in the MC, i.e.:   

b

u

n

n

P
R >φ        (11) 

where Rn=FtAb  is the nominal bolt tension strength, nb is the number of bolts in the MC, 

and φ=0.75 is the strength reduction factor. It should be noted that for fully pretensioned 

bolts this provides an initial total clamping force roughly equivalent to Pu.  

Finally, it is noted that the base itself must be designed to transfer the forces 

shown in Figure 18a without yielding or buckling. The relative slenderness of the base 

element on either side of the opening dictates buckling as a possible limit state (See 

Figure 20a). Accordingly, for the base geometry selected for castability (Sumer et al., 

2006): a base clear length Lbcl, and a base element width of wb = nBmax-w0 (See Figure 

20b), the elastic buckling load is approximated (for a conservatively assumed pinned end 

condition) as Pbcl = π
2
EI/(Lbcl)

2
. Given that the base force is essentially equal to N (See 

Figure 18a), the maximum compressive axial force demand in the base can be expressed 
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by Equation (8), rendering the base geometry requirements for the limit state of buckling 

and yielding as: 
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respectively, where F.O.S. is the factor of safety recommended as 1.25 for the MC. 

 

B. 6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

A bolted cast modular connector, the MC, has been conceived and developed into a (Beta) 

prototype design through an extensive analytical program. The potential for reliable and 

highly ductile performance of the MC is a product of two features easily cast: (1) variable 

section arms that spread the plastic zone thus eliminating strain concentrations, (2) a stiff 

end-region connected by a base that eliminates prying action and shear force due to 

catenary action on the bolts. The latter feature permits the arms to be sufficiently long to 

produce outstanding ductility without a concern for bolt failure. Instead, the bolts for the 

MC are to be designed for only direct tension.  

Design expressions and geometric properties have been provided here for the MC 

Beta prototype. The prototyping and experimental verification of the MC Beta prototype 

is described in the companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006). 
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B. 9 NOMENCLATURE  

 

a = distance between center of bolt and edge of flange 

Bmax = maximum width of MC arm 

Bmin = minimum width of MC arm 

C = clamping force 

Cbm = compression force in beam flange 

C0 = initial clamping force due to bolt pretensioning 

dbm = depth of beam 

e = distance between center of bolt and MC arm 

E = Young’s modulus of steel 

Fy = yield stress 

Fu = ultimate stress 

arm

eff
I  = effective moment of inertia of MC arm about weak axis 

Ki = initial stiffness of entire MC Beta 

L = length of MC arm 

Marm = MC arm bending moment 

Mbase = MC base bending moment 

Mbm = beam bending moment 

arm

p
M  =  MC arm bending moment at ultimate 

N = catenary force acting on arm section 

Nmid,u = Catenary force in the middle of the MC arm at ultimate 
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n = number of MC arms 

nb = number of bolts in MC Beta 

P = beam flange force tributary to entire Modular Connector 

Parm = beam flange force tributary to one arm 

Py = yield load of entire Modular Connector 

Pu = ultimate load of entire Modular Connector 

P0.05 = load of entire Modular Connector at 0.05 rad connection rotation 

Q = prying force 

Rn = nominal bolt strength 

r0 = fillet radius of MC arm 

s = distance between MC arm and MC base (from center to center) 

t, tbase = MC arm thickness, base thickness 

Tbm = tension force in beam flange 

TB = bolt force 

TB0 = bolt pretensioning force 

Vbase = shear force acting on MC base 

Z
arm

 = MC arm plastic modulus 

∆ = MC arm transverse displacement 

∆u = stability point 

∆0.05 = useful limit 

θconn = beam end relative rotation. 
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B. 10 FIGURES 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Modular Connector (MC) Beta Prototype. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Bolted T-Stub: Prying forces and plastic hinge locations. 
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Fig. 3. (a) ADAS dimensions (in inches), (b) ADAS photo, and (c) Schematic showing 

placement of ADAS device in seismic bracing (After Aiken et al., 1993). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. MC Casting: (a) Filling the mold; (b) Pattern; (c) Cores; (d) Cooling stage. 
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Fig. 5. Simplified representation of MC connection under beam moment. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Alpha Prototype features. 
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Fig. 7. Plastic Strain Demand Comparison: (a) Alpha Prototype; and (b) Tee-

stub. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Alpha prototype experiment: (a) Hysteresis curve; and (b) Fracture of arm. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Catenary Action, (b) Stress-strain curves for cast steel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. MC Beta arm geometry: (a) Geometric parameters; (b) Optimum Ratios (After 

Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). 
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Fig. 11. Distribution of equivalent plastic strain in plate, MC arm and ADAS (0.05rad) 

(After Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Strain demand vs. aspect ratio (After Fleischman and Sumer, 2006). 
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Fig. 13. (a) Design quantities for (isolated) MC; (b) Stability point vs. arm length. 
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Fig. 14.  MC design parameters: (a) Load; (b) Initial stiffness; (c) Stability point. 
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Fig. 15. End-region configurations considered during the development process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.16. 2D half-symmetry model of scaled MC Beta. 
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Fig. 17. MC Beta end-region alternatives: (a) Load vs. deflection, (b) Catenary force.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 18. Equilibrium Condition at bolt: (a) MC end-region; (b) WT.  
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Fig. 19. End-region study: (a) bolt distance is varied (b) gap distance is varied. 

 

 

 

     
Fig. 20. (a) Base buckling (b) base parameters. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CAST MODULAR CONNECTOR FOR SEISMIC-

RESISTANT STEEL MOMENT FRAMES. PART 2: EXPERIMENTAL 

VERIFICATION 

 

ALI SUMER, ROBERT B. FLEISCHMAN, and NATHAN J. PALMER 

 

C. 1 ABSTRACT 

 

A companion paper (Development of a Cast Modular Connector for Seismic-Resistant 

Steel Frames. Part 1: Prototype Development) has described the development of a 

prototype design for a cast modular connector (MC) for seismic-resistant steel moment 

frames. The eventual design, termed the MC “Beta” prototype design, was developed 

through a comprehensive analytical program that focused on the monotonic response of 

isolated connectors. Analyses of the MC Beta prototype design indicate the potential for 

excellent ductility and energy dissipation characteristics.     

This paper focuses on the prototyping and experimental verification of the MC 

Beta prototype. Steel foundry industry partners cast the MC Beta prototype at 

approximately half-scale. The scaled MC Beta prototype was tested in isolated fashion 

under monotonic and cyclic loading. The experimental results confirmed the performance 

of the analytically-based designs. The MC Beta prototype exhibited exceptional 

performance in terms of stable energy dissipation, far exceeding qualifying rotational 

ductility capacities. In direct comparisons to a WT (structural tee) section of similar 
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stiffness and strength, the MC Beta prototype possessed greatly enhanced ductility and 

energy dissipation characteristics. With the MC Beta prototype developed and 

experimentally verified under isolated conditions, future work involves comprehensive 

analytical evaluation and full-scale experimental verification of beam-to-column joints 

containing the MC using accepted testing protocols and developing a design procedure 

for moment frames using the MC. 

 

C. 2 INTRODUCTION 

 

A companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006) has described the analytical development of a 

cast modular connector (MC) for seismic-resistant steel moment frames. The MC is a 

field bolted connector between the beam flange and column, and is therefore identical in 

position and similar in form to structural tee (WT) sections (AISC, 2001) used in the 

traditional semi- or fully-rigid bolted T-stub connections (Swanson and Leon, 2000). The 

MC is intended to serve as the special energy-dissipating detail. The MC development 

involved analytical research examining the monotonic response of isolated connectors. 

The result is a second generation MC (Beta) prototype design described in terms of 

optimum geometric properties as well as a set of design expressions for connector 

stiffness, strength and ductility.  

This paper describes the prototyping and experimental verification of the MC 

Beta prototype, including an examination of the connector’s cyclic performance. Industry 

partners from AISC and SFSA (Steel Founder’s Society of America) worked with the 
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research team to guide and ultimately perform the prototype casting and fabrication. The 

MC Beta prototype was cast at approximately half-scale. The experimental verification 

of the MC Beta prototype design, consistent with the analytical development, was 

performed on isolated connectors. Monotonic and cyclic load tests performed on isolated 

MCs and WT sections of similar strength and stiffness revealed the MC Beta prototype 

as clearly superior to its traditional (WT) counterpart.  

Subsequent development steps include an analytical examination and full-scale 

experimental evaluation of beam-to-column joints containing the MC using accepted 

testing protocols (AISC, 2005); and the development of a design procedure for frames 

using the MC. These subsequent development steps are briefly summarized at the end of 

the document (See “Future Work”).  

 

C. 3 MC BETA PROTOTYPE DESIGN 

 

The MC Beta prototype design described in the companion paper (Sumer et al., 2006) is 

briefly summarized here.  

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the MC Beta prototype.  The intent of the MC 

design is to provide highly ductile and reliable performance through: (1) a series of 

variable cross-section “arm” elements that produce a plastic zone distributed along the 

entire length of the element thereby reducing the intensity of strain concentrations; and 

(2) end-regions connected by a base that create a set of self-equilibrating forces, thereby 

eliminating prying on the bolts.  
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Optimum Arm Geometry  

 

The MC Beta prototype arm geometry is shown in Figure 2a. Optimum arm geometry is 

given in terms of ratios that are related to the arm length, L. Design expressions for the 

properties of the connector, which additionally include the number or arms n (See Figure 

2b), are primarily functions of this independent variable L. For generality, the thickness 

parameter t also appears in expressions because t need not exactly equal L/4. The design 

expressions as derived in the companion paper: stiffness (Ki), yield strength (Py), ultimate 

strength (Pu,), and the so called “stability point” deflection (∆u) are indicated on the 

connector load-deflection response schematic shown in Figure 2c.  

 

End Region Configuration 

 

The MC Beta prototype end region geometry is shown in Figure 1b. The base is 

dimensioned as shown in Figure 1b. The MC end region and base eliminate significant 

demands on the bolt, including bolt prying and a catenary-action induced shear failure 

mode (Sumer et al., 2006), permitting the use of longer arm elements. Optimum end 

region geometry is given as a ratio between the bolt-to-arm eccentricity (e) and the arm-

base separation (s) where units are in inches (Sumer et al., 2006)   

e
L

t
ts )15.1(2 +=−      (1) 
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This geometry permits fasteners to be sized simply for the direct flange force, expressed 

through capacity design as Rn = Pu/nφ with φ taken near or equal to unity. The base 

region must carry high compressive forces and thus the base geometry (tb, wb, Lbcl) is 

sized to prevent buckling using the design expression indicated in Figure 1b.  

 

C. 4 CASTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

 

A major challenge in developing the MC is to create a configuration that meets the 

seismic performance requirements and at the same time can be reliably cast. Toward this 

goal, industry partners from SFSA collaborated closely in the development of the MC 

Beta prototype design. Certain geometries that are desirable for the seismic performance 

of the MC are not ideal from a castability standpoint and thus require quality control to 

ensure a sound casting. In this section, the castability issues specific to the MC geometry 

and the eventual solutions that created a viable prototype design are described in detail.  

 

Casting Quality Control 

 

Traditionally, quality control measures occur after a casting has already been created, 

including mechanical testing, chemical spectrography, and non-destructive evaluation. 

For this research, recent advances in computer simulation of the casting solidification 

process provided the opportunity to perform quality control prior to casting. Industry 

partners and university researchers were able to rapidly arrive at feasible geometries by 
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iterating between structural and thermodynamic/fluid flow finite element analysis 

through the electronic exchange of three-dimensional solid geometry CAD files. 

Consider Figure 3a, a contour plot of shrinkage gaps obtained from a solidification 

analysis of an early MC design. As seen, shrinkage voids occur in the cast piece, a clearly 

unacceptable outcome. A redesign of the gating (i.e. where molten metal enters the mold) 

and riser layout (gravity-driven liquid feed metal reservoirs within the mold) is shown in 

Figure 3b in which the shrinkage gaps occur outside the cast piece (in the risers). This 

process took a few days of computer time rather than the time and cost of pattern-making, 

forming molds, casting and proof testing of test piece(s).  

 

Castability Issues for the MC Prototype 

 

Many castability issues are not solved simply by redesigning gates and risers; changes to 

the shape of the cast piece itself are often required. Recognizing these type of issues as a 

source of the poor performance of the Alpha prototype test (Sumer et al., 2006), SFSA 

identified an appropriate industry partner (SFSA member Varicast, Inc., now known as 

Vancouver Iron and Steel, Inc.) to collaborate more closely in developing a prototype 

design that is optimized based on both structural and castability requirements.  

Working with Varicast, the research team was able to make several significant 

modifications for the MC Beta prototype (Varicast, 2002) and specify a new steel 

material (see next section). The challenge in the modifications to geometry is that 

satisfying the objectives of a structural and castable design often involves competing 
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requirements. The Alpha prototype geometry is reproduced in Figure 4 to help illustrate 

this point in the discussions that follow, with regions associated with castability issues 

(“CI”) indicated.  

Consider first the “hourglass” shaped arm elements where thin-to-thick transitions 

are essential to accomplish the intended structural intent (see CI #1” in Figure 4). 

Without any special attention, the smaller cross-section will tend to solidify first, cutting 

off the flow of molten steel to the surrounding regions, and increasing the chance of 

shrinkage gaps. Given the key role of these arm elements as reliable seismic energy 

dissipators at high ductility demand, it is clearly unacceptable for this portion of the 

casting to be susceptible to shrinkage gaps. However, since the small-to-large section 

transition is an essential part of the MC design, it also cannot be abandoned. Instead, the 

design requires subtle modifications in the MC shape itself to ensure the shrinkage gaps 

do not occur.  

 Next consider the base detail, shown in the companion paper as the end-region 

alternative that provides the desired structural characteristics (see “CI #2” in Figure 4). 

The closed-section formed by joining each end-region by the base presents certain 

casting difficulties. First, it is relatively difficult to feed the entire base region with 

molten steel and riser placement is not straightforward. Secondly, analyses by Varicast 

anticipated “hot tears”, an irregularly shaped fracture caused by hindered contraction in 

steep thermal gradient zones within the casting during solidification in the corners of a 

solid base.  
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Finally, bolt prying reduction has been shown to be dependent on the arm/base 

separation dimension s, which is controlled by the size of the opening between the arm 

and the base (See “CI #3” in Figure 4). This cavity is formed through a sand core placed 

in the mold to create the internal opening. This core is entirely surrounded by molten 

steel during the casting process and requires sufficient volume to dissipate the required 

density of heat and resist buoyancy forces produced by the surrounding molten steel. An 

isolated core of insufficient volume will begin to degrade and/or float thus compromising 

the quality of the casting. 

The aforementioned castability issues surrounding the Alpha prototype were 

eliminated by a number of modifications to the shape introduced in the MC Beta 

prototype: (1) the single variable-thickness arm was replaced by a series of variable 

width arms (as shown in Figure 1a); (2) openings were provided in the previously solid 

base (as shown in Figure 1b); (3) a minimum wall thickness of 0.75 in. and a minimum 

opening between the arm and the base, s0 > 0.75 in. (see Figure 1b), was specified to 

provide sufficient core thickness (Varicast, 2002); and, (4) the proportion of the MC 

comprising the end-region was reduced (compare end regions in Figures 1a and 4). In 

total, these changes improve the molten steel feed; the arrangement is easier to feed with 

risers; the opening in the base prevents the “hot tear” condition; and, finally, the 

openings between the arms and in the base permit the outer portions of the mold to 

anchor the core, thus preventing buoyancy issues. In conjunction with a new steel 

material, these modifications will be shown to produce high quality castings (See 

“Experimental Results”).  
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Cast Steel Material 

 

A cast steel was selected once a viable cast configuration had been identified. As a 

special seismic detail in the structure, the performance requirements for the MC center on 

ductility, not strength. Recognizing this as an atypical requirement for cast material, a 

readily available yet custom made steel was chosen for the MC Beta prototype rather 

than the direct use of an existing cast steel specification.  The material is a mild steel 

similar to ASTM A915 (2003) Grade SC 1020 produced in conjunction with a heat 

treatment process including normalizing and stress relieving (Varicast, 2002). Table 1 

provides the chemical composition of this steel, and a comparison to the “dynamo” steel 

used in the alpha prototype. The mechanical properties were taken from a separately cast 

double keel bar (a Y-shaped casting poured alongside the cast product for later 

machining into two tensile coupons) per ASTM A781 (2004). These properties appear in 

Table 3 (See ‘Test Specimens’).  

 

Table 1. Chemical composition of MC Beta Prototype. 

Prototype C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo Cu V Al 

Alpha 0.112 0.434 0.465 0.023 0.015 0.055 0.016 0.009 0.0 0.00 0.06 

Beta 0.15  

(0.15-0.20) 

0.42 0.42 0.01 0.01 0.02 

 (0.12 max) 

0.01 0.01  

(0.08 max) 

0.03 

 (0.25 max) 

0.00 0.04 
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C. 5 CREATING THE MC BETA PROTOTYPE 

 

Sizing Criteria 

 

The sizing of the MC Beta prototype is driven by the desire to perform a full-scale beam-

to-column connection test under accepted loading protocols (AISC, 2005) in the next 

phase of the research. Accordingly, a target ultimate strength (Pu) of 500k was set for the 

MC Beta prototype, based on the following guidelines: (1) the 220 kip actuating capacity 

at the University of Arizona structures laboratory; (2) a one-sided test for typical 

dimensions of 13′ floor-to-floor height and 30′ bays; (3) a 33″ beam available at the 

AISC industry partner; (4) the significant overstrength observed in the MC, i.e., the 

difference between the connection’s yield strength Py and ultimate strength Pu; (5) 

appropriate factors of safety based on allowance for strength variances and the possible 

contribution to flexural strength from the web connection. Eight arms were chosen for 

the MC Beta Prototype in order to evaluate the castability of an MC with several 

openings.  

 

Determining an Appropriate Arm Length  

 

The selection of the MC arm length is driven by the design requirement that the stability 

point ∆u occur beyond a useful connection rotational demand (θuse) of 0.05 rad (Sumer et 
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al., 2006). This (monotonic) value differs from the accepted cyclic ductility requirement 

of 0.04 rad (AISC, 2005) for reasons that will become apparent in “Cyclic Response 

(Constant Amplitude)”. Connector deflection can be related to connection rotation 

through a simple displacement transformation assuming rotation about the opposing 

flange (See Figure 5), rendering the stability point requirement as:  

SOFxd
bmuseu

..)(θ>∆     (2)  

Thus, the needed connector deformation capacity is a beam-depth dependent quantity. 

The design expression for ∆u was given in Figure 2c. MC designs employ an arm 

thickness close to the allowable upper limit of L/4 in order to maximize strength and 

stiffness and to assist in castability (Sumer et al., 2006). Thus an approximate expression 

for ∆u can be given entirely in terms of L by substituting t = L/4 

∆u = 0.344 L
5/4      

(3) 

This expression for ∆u can be inserted into Equation (2) in order to determine an 

appropriate arm depth: 

L > 0.3 dbm
4/5      

(4) 

where a factor of safety of 1.5 is used in the design since the actual thickness can be 

lower than L/4 (unconservative). The linear relationship L > dbm/6.5 provides a least 

squares fit over typical steel beam depths and is used as the design expression for 

minimum required arm length. .  

It will be advantageous from a standpoint of modularity to use a single size MC 

with several different beam depths (See “Guidelines for the Design of MCs”). Thus, the 

arm length chosen for a given MC should be based on the deepest beam anticipated in 
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order for the design to provide deformation capacity over the range of possible depths 

(Refer to Figure 5).On the basis of a maximum possible beam depth of 40”, the MC Beta 

prototype was provided a 6” leg to satisfy Equation (4). 

 

MC Beta Prototype 

 

The resulting geometry and design properties for the MC Beta Prototype are shown in the 

“Full-Scale” row of Table 2. The MC end region is configured once the arm and base 

thickness are established. The smallest allowable values of e and s are desirable for fit-up. 

These values are determined by first calculating the minimum arm/base separation s for 

castability, i.e.,  

s = s0+ (t + tbase)/2 

 where s0 = 0.9 for the Beta prototype. The bolt-to-arm eccentricity e can be determined 

from Equation (1)  

The base thickness is calculated using the design equations shown in Figure 1b. 

using a factor of safety , FOS. 1.25.  

The MC Beta Prototype will be: (1) evaluated at full-scale in full beam-to-column 

connections under the AISC protocol; and, (2) referenced to a joint in a prototype 

structure for future system evaluations (See “Future Work”). For the stage in the 

development of the MC reported in this paper, namely the verification of the form of the 

connector itself, a scaled version is used as described next. 
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Table 2.  MC Beta prototype properties. 

 Arm-related parameters  MC design properties Bolt design Base design 

MC Beta  

Prototype 

L 

(in) 

t 

(in) 

n 

 

Fy 

(ksi) 

Fu 

(ksi) 

Py 

(kips) 

Pu 

(kips) 

Ki 

(kip/in) 

∆u 

(in) 

nb 

 

Bolt 

Type 

e 

(in) 

s 

(in) 

tb 

(in) 

wb 

(in) 

Lbcl 

(in) 

 

Full-scale 6 1.25 8 40 70 115 473 2510 3.08 8 1” A490 2.45 2.5 1.25 8.3 15  

Scaled 4.3 0.78 6 40 70 34 143 890 1.96 4 7/8”A325 2.69 2.1 0.75 4.1 9.2  

 

 

Scaled MC Beta Prototype 

 

The analytically-developed MC Beta prototype form is experimentally verified through 

tests of the isolated connector. These tests are performed rapidly as direct pull tests. Such 

tests provide boundary conditions matching the analyses, thus providing direct 

experimental verification. The tensile machine capacity at the University of Arizona 

laboratory is 200k. For this reason, a scaled version of the MC Beta prototype was 

developed whose strength resides within this capacity.  

These tests also permit a direct comparison of the MC to a traditional WT. 

Accordingly, the scaling was selected such that MCs and WTs of the same nominal 

strength and stiffness could be compared. The dimensions of the scaled MC Beta 

prototype and the WT are shown in Figure 6a and 6b respectively. The following 

procedure was used in the scaling: (1) the rules governing optimum arm geometry and 

end configuration were maintained; (2) arm length was reduced to match the longest 

possible effective gage of a WT (i.e. 4.3 inches); (3) the length-to-thickness ratio was 

adjusted in the scaling to produce the same nominal strength in the MC and the WT, 
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while still meeting the required limiting ratio L/t of 4; and,  (4) all dimensions were 

maintained within the castable range as discussed in the previous section, in particular 

the minimum thickness required for castability. It is noted that meeting this last 

requirement led to a reduction in the number of arms in the scaled connector (8 to 6).  

The scaled arm geometry and resulting design properties appear in the “Scaled” 

row of Table 2. Because of the multiple constraints, a direct scaling factor on dimension 

does not exist; however, arm length and thickness are both between one-half and three-

quarters scale, producing a 2.5 fold reduction in nominal yield strength for a single arm.   

The end region geometric parameters and the bolts selected are also shown in 

Table 3. Using the scaled MC prototype geometry, Equation (1) becomes: 

594.1/)654.0( =+ se      (13) 

with the end region geometry selected as described in the previous section, (Eqn. 12) 

where in this case s0=1.32 in. It is noted that in order to verify the optimal end region 

geometry, tests were performed with dimensions that did and did not satisfy Equation (5). 

The eventual full-scale testing of the MC Beta prototype under the AISC protocol 

(AISC, 2005) will occur on a W33 beam. An implied beam depth for the scaled prototype 

is estimated by the ratio of arm lengths (33″x 4.3″/6″ = 23.7″). Thus the loading protocol 

for the scaled MC Beta prototype is referenced to a W24 beam in order to maintain 

similar connector deformation demand at a given connection rotation. 
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C. 6 ANALYTICAL PREDICTION 

 

Two-dimensional finite element analyses were used to predict the performance of the 

MC and WT specimens. The basic analytical model from the MC development phase 

was used for these predictions. New versions modified for cyclic behavior were also 

evaluated. The experiments reported in this paper verify these analytical models.   

 

Basic Analytical Model 

 

 

The basic analytical model was created using the commercial software package ANSYS 

(2003) and is described in detail in (Sumer et al., 2006). To make the experimental 

predictions, data from uniaxial tension tests of the cast steel were used to construct the 

material model. The stress-strain response from these tests was reproduced as multi-

linear curves and converted to true stress-strain for large deflection analyses. A 

multilinear kinematic (MKIN) hardening material model was used.  

The basic analytical material model will be shown to produce excellent local 

agreement in the monotonic experiments up to high plastic strain demand (20% strain). 

Further, the adequacy of the technique used to predict deformation capacity of the MC, 

that is the assumption of ductile crack formation at the maximum uniaxial (true) strain 

value of 0.285 (Sumer et al., 2006) is also confirmed in the experiments. The successful 

predictions point to the potential for using analytical models in the development of the 

family of MCs for off-the-shelf use (See “Future Work”). However, for analytical 
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modeling to be fully useful in engineering future designs of the MC, the cyclic 

performance must also be adequately predicted. The MKIN model has difficulty in 

accurately modeling this behavior. 

 

Analytical Models for Cyclic Response 

 

To adequately predict cyclic performance of the MC, analytical models must: (1) 

accurately track cumulative plastic strain for low cycle fatigue life predictions under 

cyclic ductility demands; and (2) capture the second order effects exhibited as the 

elongated arm is cycled back in compression. Two alternatives to the MKIN material 

model are evaluated as cyclic strain models,: an isotropic hardening model (MISO) and a 

combined rule (isotropic and kinematic) (Dargush and Soong, 1995) using a plasticity 

model possessing calibration parameters (Chaboche, 1989). This latter material model, 

termed “combined” in the text and “CHAB+MISO” in figures, seems a promising option 

as it will be shown to produce accurate global (load-deflection) and local (strain history) 

predictions under cyclic loadings. This model will be extended to evaluate the MC in a 

full scale connection (See “Future Work”). 

 

Predicted performance: MC vs. WT  

 

Figure 7 shows equivalent plastic strain contours of symmetry models of the scaled MC 

Beta and WT of similar strength and stiffness at identical deformation demand (0.05 rad 
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for W30 beam). These monotonic load comparisons use the MKIN model. As seen, the 

plasticity is spread throughout the arm for the MC and is concentrated for the WT (see 

table inset in Figure 7 for values). Further, significant yielding is observed in the WT 

bolts in the threads (due to the added axial force due to prying), and in the shank due to 

the combination of moment (from prying) and shear (due to catenary-action induced bolt 

bearing) as described in (Sumer et al., 2006). Conversely, for the MC Beta, these forces 

are equilibrated in the base, leaving the bolt relatively unaffected. These monotonic 

results show that the arm elements and base end region virtually eliminate high plastic 

strain demand and bolt prying forces, and hence imply the potential for exceptional 

seismic performance of the MC Beta prototype in terms of ductility and reliability.  This 

performance is directly verified in “Experimental Results: Monotonic Response”.  The 

experimental verification of the MC Beta prototype will additionally show a connector 

possessing exceptional energy dissipation, cyclic ductility characteristics, and 

overstrength characteristic (See “Experimental Results: Cyclic Response”). 

 

C. 7 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

 

The experimental program involved: (1) verification of the monotonic behavior of the 

scaled MC Beta prototype with respect to the analytical predictions; (2) examination of 

the cyclic behavior of the scaled MC Beta prototype; (3) direct comparisons of the scaled 

MC Beta prototype response to a WT section representing the detail from an analogous 
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tee stub connection. 

 

Test Specimens 

 

Figure 8a shows the scaled MC Beta prototype after casting. Refer to Figure 6a for the 

compression pad detail that transmits beam flange compressive forces directly to the 

column during cyclic response.  Figure 8b shows the “MC-NoBase”, a MC cast without 

the base element. The MC-NoBase served as a control to directly evaluate the ability of 

the base to reduce prying forces. The WT specimen is shown in Figure 8c. The intent was 

to examine WTs of the same strength and stiffness as the scaled MC prototype. Though 

the nominal strengths matched, the actual yield stress of the WT was significantly higher 

than nominal (See Table 3). This condition, combined with the fact that the actual 

strength of a cast piece is generally slightly lower than the yield strength from the test bar 

due to variability in the casting process (Varicast, 2002), caused the test specimen 

strengths to not align. The yield strengths achieved in each test are indicated in Table 4 

(in the column “Py”). For this reason, certain plots have been normalized relative to each 

test’s yield load to clearly show overstrength characteristics.  
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Table 3. Test specimen material properties. 

Nominal Actual  

Fy  

 (ksi) 

Fu  

 (ksi) 

Fy  

 (ksi) 

Fu  

(ksi) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Reduction 

(%) 

Brinell 

(bhn) 

MC 40 71 39.8-43.0 61.0-67.6 32-33 62-65 137 

WT 36-50
a
 58-65 63.7 77.0 32 76 - 

a 
A36 was ordered (analyses used a Fy of 42ksi); properties seem to imply 50 grade steel. 

 

Loading Protocol 

 

The experiments are performed on isolated connectors under loading histories of direct 

axial tension/compression (P ≈ Tbm).  This loading simulates the major force component 

in the beam flange due to beam moment (Mbm), and ignores the beam shear (Vbm); 

consistent with the analytical development of the MC Beta prototype design through 

evaluations of isolated connectors (See Deformed MC inset in Figure 2b). The 

approximations used in the isolated connector approach were shown to be acceptable for 

development of the MC form (Sumer, 2002). Once verified, the full scale MC Beta 

prototype will be evaluated in a full beam-to-column joint (See “Future Work”).  

The isolated connector tests were conducted under displacement control in a MTS 

220 kip Hydraulic Testing Machine using a specially designed text fixture (See Figure 

9a). Monotonic tests provide a reference backbone for evaluating cyclic results. The 

FEMA-350 testing protocol (FEMA-350, 2000) specified for full connections was 
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modified to produce the axial cyclic load history for the isolated connector (See Figure 

9b). This load protocol is based on a simple geometric transformation (See Figure 5) 

based on the 24 inch-deep beam as specified in “Scaled MC Beta Prototype”. Constant 

amplitude (0.03 rad) cyclic test load histories are also performed using the same 

transformation. In cyclic tests, the compression cycle is performed under load control to 

achieve a compressive force equal to the maximum tension force achieved in the 

previous half-cycle. Test descriptions and key results are given in the test matrix 

appearing in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Test Descriptions. 

Test-ID Type of 

Loading 

Section Bolt 

(4 bolts) 

Ψ
b Bolt 

pretension 

(kips) 

Failure 

Location 

Max. stem 

displacement 

Py 

(kips) 

Pu 

(kips) 

MC-1 Monotonic Casting 7/8 in. A325 1.11 37.2, 37.4 Arm (C) c 2.55 in 33.4 146 

MC-2 FEMA-350 Casting 1 in. A325 - 51.7, 52.1 Arm (C) c 1.90 in 32.1 138 

MC-3 Cyclic a Casting 7/8 in. A325 - 37.1, 39.1 Arm (B) c 44 cycles 

@ 0.72 in 

32.6 64 

MC-4d Monotonic Casting 7/8 in. A325 - 39.9, 39.5, 

38.6, 38.3 

Base 1.65 in 32 125 

MC-No Base-1 Monotonic Casting 11/8 in. A490 1.90 85.1, 85.7, 

85.2 

Arm (C) c 2.54 in 36.7 177 

MC-No Base-2 FEMA-350 Casting 11/8 in. A490 - 85.4, 86.9, 

80.1 

Arm (B) c 2.31 in 37.7 159 

T-Stub-1A Monotonic WT7x49.5 7/8 in. A325 1.33 36.7, 37 Bolt 1.90 in 47.7 122 

T-Stub-1B Monotonic WT7x49.5 1 in. A325 1.47 52.5, 54.7 Bolt 1.90 in 49.2 144 

T-Stub-1C Monotonic WT7x49.5 11/8 in. A490 1.83 86.8, 83.4 Bolt 1.90 in 49.7 184 

T-Stub-2 Cyclic a WT7x49.5 11/8 in. A325 - 83.2 Flange 19 cycles 

@ 0.72 in 

48.0 82 

a Constant amplitude cyclic = 0.72 inch represent 0.03 rad. for W24 beam.  

b 
Ψ = (nb . ΦRn )/ Pu , nb refers to the number of bolts used in tests. In all tests 4 bolts are used (nb = 4) 

c MC arm failure location at B or C shown in Figure 10a.  

d Distance between bolts changed from 13.98 inches to 15.85 inches to examine e/s ratio.  
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Instrumentation 

 

Figure 10a shows the strain gage layout along the MC arm elements. Strain gages were 

placed along the top and bottom surfaces of the arm.  In most tests, these were 1/8 inch 

long encapsulated gages; in one monotonic test (MC-1) and one cyclic test (MC-3) an 

array of 1/16 inch long unencapsulated gages was used to monitor the strain distribution 

along the MC arm in higher resolution. Figure 10b shows the manner in which the bolts 

were instrumented. For the cases where the bolt shank remained elastic, bolt forces were 

calculated directly from the gages applied at the underside of the bolt head. For cases 

where the bolt shank yielded, bolt elongation measurements provided by linear variable 

displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used as an indirect measure of the bolt force 

(Kulak et al., 1987). LVDTs also provided measurement of bolt slip and bolt rotation. 

 The strain gages on the bolt shank were also used in the bolt-tightening procedure 

to assure meeting code-specified minimum pretensions (AISC, 2001). Initial pretensions 

were within 7% (See Table 4). In all cases, the bolts were tightened prior to the 

attachment to the clevises of the upper machine head (Refer to Figure 9a). The data 

acquisition system read continuously through this process to ensure decompression or 

bolt overload did not occur. 

 

C. 8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In the following: (1) the monotonic behavior of the scaled MC Beta prototype is 
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compared with respect to the analytical predictions and the WT; (2) the cyclic behavior 

of the scaled MC Beta prototype is compared with respect to the analytical predictions 

and the WT; (3) the performance of the scaled MC Beta prototype is examined under the 

FEMA-350 loading; and, (4) the efficacy of the analytical models are evaluated. For 

convenience, the term “sMC Beta” will be used to refer to “scaled MC Beta prototype”. 

 

Monotonic Response  

 

Figure 11a compares the load vs. deflection of the sMC Beta and WTs in the monotonic 

tests, normalized to the same yield strength. The sMC Beta achieves a high monotonic 

ductility (0.10, 0.085 and 0.07 rad rotation for a 24″, 30″ and 36″ deep beam 

respectively). The connection undergoes a “necking” failure as shown in Figure 11b. 

Throughout the test, the sMC Beta suffered no distress in its 7/8″ A325 bolts; contrast 

this with WT tests in which all suffered bolt failures, including up to 1
1/8

in. A490 bolts. 

Because of the different material strengths, it is important to compare the bolt strength 

relative to the connection capacity. This information is provided by the nondimensional 

parameter Ψ given in Table 4.  Ψ expresses the design overstrength of the bolt relative to 

the connection. As seen, comparing tests MC-1 and T-Stub-1C, the bolt design 

overstrength for the sMC Beta is only 11% compared to 83% for the WT test; yet the MC 

bolts suffer no distress while the WT bolts fail.  

Figure 12a shows the good agreement in stability point (onset of “necking”) 

predictions between finite element analysis and the experiment. This outcome is useful in 
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that the ability to analytically predict the stability point deflection (along with strength 

and stiffness) will facilitate subsequent development of a family of connectors. Figure 

12b shows a strain vs. deflection plot at three specific regions along the top of the arm 

(Refer to Figure 10a for strain gage locations). Figure 12c shows a schematic of the 

deformed arm indicating that strain gages A, C, E are under: (A) axial tension + flexural 

tension; (C) axial tension only; and (E) axial tension + flexural compression. In each 

case, the axial tension is due to catenary force. Note the excellent agreement between the 

experiment and the analysis. It should be further noted that though the eventual 

monotonic failure is necking of the arm at C (due to the catenary force), no plastic strain 

demand occurs at this location until a deformation equivalent to a fairly significant beam 

rotation (approximately 0.03 rad for a 24″ deep beam, 0.025 rad for a 30″ deep beam). At 

this deformation demand, the maximum strain is seen instead to occur at region A. The 

delayed onset of straining at region C is due to the nonlinear nature of the catenary force, 

i.e. these forces are negligible at lower deformation demands. This feature has (positive) 

ramifications for the cyclic response of the MC, as described in the next section.  

Figure 13a shows the bolt forces for three experiments using 7/8” A325 bolts: (a) 

test WT1; (b) test MC1, possessing bolt spacing that does not satisfy Equation (1); and, 

(c) test MC4, possessing bolt spacing that satisfies Equation (1). As seen, the WT bolt 

forces (estimated here through bolt elongation data) indicate early prying. For test MC-1, 

even without consideration of optimum end region geometry, the MC base region is able 

to delay the prying and lower the prying forces (estimated through strain gage data). In 

test MC-4, possessing the optimum MC end region geometry, the bolt essentially has no 
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prying force at all. 

This plot does not fully show the extent of reduction in bolt demand provided by 

the MC as the WT bolt failure mode also involved catenary-force induced shear.  A 

failed bolt from one of the WT tests is shown in Figure 13b alongside a plastic strain 

contour plot showing the finite element combined (axial/shear/flexure) failure 

mechanism prediction. 

 

Cyclic Response (Constant Amplitude) 

 

A difference exists in the MC monotonic and cyclic failure modes. For this reason, the 

monotonic test comparison shown in Figure 11a does not fully reveal the great advantage 

the MC possesses in low cycle fatigue life over a WT. In the previous section, the 

monotonic failure was seen to occur at the minimum area (region C of Figure 10a) and is 

a “necking” failure due to axial force created by catenary action. However, the results of 

Figure 12b also indicated that this region does not attract high strain until the MC 

achieves significant deformation. For the ductility demands expected in a design level 

seismic event (~0.03 rad plastic rotation, i.e. equivalent to 0.04 rad story drift angle for 

frames with elastic drift of 0.01 rad (AISC Supplement No.1, 2005)), the location of 

maximum straining will instead be at a flexure dominated regions (A or E). Further 

examination of Figure 12a indicates that it will likely be region A, though under cyclic 

loading the behavior can be complex (See “Evaluation of Material Models”).  

Regardless, a different region is critical for the MC under cyclic load than for monotonic 
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load, and implies that the MC low cycle fatigue life under expected ductility demands 

may be far superior. Indeed, this outcome is evidenced in the number of survival cycles 

(44 vs. 19) at constant amplitude (0.72 in.) in cyclic tests of the sMC Beta and WT (See 

Table 4). Note that simply to be able to make this comparison required a WT specimen 

with 1
1/8

 in. diameter A490 bolts (in contrast to the 7/8 in. diameter A325 bolts used in 

the sMC Beta specimen). The difference in failure mode between the monotonic and 

cyclic tests also explains why the accepted cyclic ductility requirement (AISC, 2005) was 

not used for the monotonic “useful range” during the MC development (Sumer et al., 

2006). 

In the cyclic constant amplitude test (MC-3), bolts forces are seen to decrease as 

the sMC Beta is cycled at levels that should keep the bolt elastic (see Figure 14). The 

reason for this decompression was believed to be relaxation of an initial camber (out-of-

flat) of the MC base (See camber in Figure 14 inset). The average initial camber 

measurement prior to the test was 1/32″. The post-test inspection measured final camber 

near zero. As seen in Figure 14, the effect of the camber on the bolt forces predicted by 

the finite element analysis is consistent with the experimental results. Accounting for the 

base camber also provides a more accurate prediction of the initial stiffness of the sMC 

Beta (See Figure 15).  The quality control of this “camber” in the casting process is 

planned as a point of emphasis in the future casting of the full-scale MC Beta prototype. 
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FEMA-350 Loading 

 

Figure 16 shows the load-deflection from Test MC-2, the FEMA-350 cyclic test. A 

distinct characteristic of the MC is the widening distance between the positive and 

negative yield surfaces as the cyclic amplitude increases (compare the distance between 

points II, VII with points III, V). This behavior occurs due to the plastic elongation of the 

arms under catenary forces. On load reversal, the arms are longer than their original 

dimension. Thus chord action develops in the arms until the load is sufficient to “snap-

through” from concave to convex curvature (See progression of insets III, V, VI in 

Figure 16). The chord action allows the unload reload path to become much greater than 

that associated with the Bauschinger effect. Essentially, while typical bolted connections 

will slip back along the column face into bearing, and then reverse the permanent set of 

the detail piece in flexure until it contacts the column, causing pinching of the overall 

moment-rotation hysteresis plot (Sims, 2000), the MC will resist the compressive force at 

or near the previous tension deflection. This behavior will be a point of focus in the 

future examination of the full beam-to-column connection. 

The high compressive forces generated at the “snap-through” zone (point V in 

Figure 16) can lead to a torsional instability of the MC at high ductility demands (See 

Figure 17a). This behavior causes a slight loss of (compressive) load but more 

importantly amplifies the strain increment in high flexure regions (A or E) such that the 

ductility capacity can be reduced. To eliminate this deformation mode, guide plates were 

added as a retrofit to the MC Beta prototype (See Figure 18). The guide plates 
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successfully eliminated the twisting mode by providing a bearing surface to align the 

compression pad. This detail can be included as a standard (cast) feature on subsequent 

MC prototypes. 

The twisting mode had not been anticipated in cyclic analyses because of the 

MKIN hardening rule used in the finite element model (See “Evaluation of Material 

Models”). This behavior was however captured when the combined material model was 

used. An initial imperfection must be introduced into the finite element model of an 

isolated connector to produce the torsional instability mode (in a real connection this 

would be present naturally or induced by beam shear). This initial imperfection was 

applied as an initial displacement field using the mode shape from an elastic eigenvalue 

buckling analysis scaled to a maximum amplitude of 0.03 inches based on casting 

tolerances (Sumer, 2002). A nonlinear cyclic analysis with the imperfection introduced 

successfully simulated the torsional instability mode at load reversals (See Figure 17b). 

 

Evaluation of Material Models   

 

The MKIN material model accurately predicted monotonic response (e.g., Figures 12, 13, 

15). Examination of Figure 19a, however, shows that the MKIN model is unable to track 

the widening of the hysteresis curves in the cyclic analysis. This conditions stems from 

the inability of the MKIN model to capture the second order effects associated with arm 

elongation that causes the widening phenomenon. For this reason, the MKIN model was 

also unable to predict the torsional instability described in the previous section.  
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The isotropic hardening model (MISO) accounts for second order effects and thus 

captures the hysteresis widening (also shown in Figure 19a), but is seen to overestimate 

strength at lower deformation demands and underestimate strength at large deformation 

demands. The combined material model, on the other hand, provides sufficiently accurate 

global response (load-deflection) under monotonic and cyclic loadings (See Figure 19b). 

Likewise for local behavior, the combined model is seen to provide the best prediction of 

cyclic plastic strains in terms of magnitude (Figure 20a) and accumulation (See Figure 

20b) for the FEMA-350 tests. A similar conclusion can be drawn from constant 

amplitude test MC-3 (See Figure 20c).  

The importance of accurate cyclic plastic strain modeling is evidenced in the 

evolution of damage in the MC arm. Figure 21 shows the progression of plastic strain 

contours of the MC arm from a simulation of cyclic test MC-3 using the combined 

material model. The arms on the left are at the maximum deflection; the arms on the right 

are at zero deflection. Instantaneous maximum plastic normal strain (along the arm) is 

plotted. A well-defined elastic-plastic interface develops in the first cycle and is 

essentially reversed on the first compression cycle. However, as the MC arms are 

additionally cycled, the plastic zone continually migrates. After a number of cycles, there 

are portions of the arm in the tension region that are under net compressive plastic strain 

and vice versa. This behavior was confirmed in the strain gage data and enhances the low 

cycle fatigue life as no single fiber is continuously damaged at a critical location. The 

combined material model is able to capture this complex phenomenon and also 

accurately predict the failure location in the arm (See photo inset of Figure 21).   
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C. 9 FUTURE WORK  

 

 The MC Beta configuration has been analytically developed and experimentally verified 

as a viable cast connector through evaluation of the isolated connector. The focus will 

shift in the next phase to the beam-to-column connection as a whole. Subsequent steps in 

the development of an implementable MC are: (1) Examination of the full beam-to-

column connection; (2) Evaluation of frame performance; and, (3) Development of 

design guidelines for a family of MCs.  Some aspects of the transition from a focus on 

the isolated MC connector to the future work on full connections are briefly discussed 

here. 

 

MC Beam-to-Column Connection 

 

The MC beam-to-column connection involve MCs at the flanges for moment transfer and 

a web connection for the beam that participates in transferring large seismic shears from 

the beam to column. The connection classification will likely be semi-rigid and it is 

envisioned that the MCs will be used throughout the structure, rather than in a few 

isolated frames. 

The response of the MC in a full connection will be affected by several conditions 

that are not fully captured in the isolated connector approach used to develop the MC 

prototype configuration. These conditions include: (A) a trajectory that is not direct axial 

displacement but also contains transverse and rotational degrees-of-freedom that modify 
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the strain distribution; (B) the associated shears and moments that develop at the MC 

stem which are determined by the indeterminate system of the top-and bottom connectors 

and web connection; forces that can impact the capacity design of both the column face 

bolts and the MC stem-to-beam flange weld; (C) a cyclic history that is determined in 

part by the instantaneous stiffness of the elements in the system and the contact condition 

of the MC under compression and can include arm instability modes if not mitigated. The 

MC Beta prototype will be extended to a “Beta-2” prototype to better accommodate these 

conditions. 

 

Beta-2 Prototype 

 

The Beta-2 prototype will be an enhanced version of the MC Beta prototype described in 

this paper, and will incorporate features better suited to interface with the beam, maintain 

cyclic stability and handle the indeterminate force condition (shear and local bending 

actions) at the beam end. A candidate for the Beta-2 prototype is shown in Figure 23. 

Added features may include:  (1) a web tab that provides leverage to significantly reduce 

local bending on the beam flange full penetration weld under combined beam flange 

tension and shear, thus keeping it elastic throughout the response (see Figure 22). The 

shop welds for the web tab are also indicated in Figure 22; (2) a second set of arms in the 

base (parallel to the base) that has shown promise to both lessen the effects of the beam 

shear on the arms (i.e. lower the unbalance in plastic strains due to a shear force in 

addition to the tension force) and mitigate the torsional instability described in the 
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previous section. Thus, this detail may replace the guide plates in future versions of the 

MC. It should also be noted that on the basis of discussions with the AISC industry 

partners, a completely bolted version of the Beta-2 prototype is also under investigation. 

The exact form of the Beta-2 prototype will be determined in next phase of the research. 

The Beta-2 prototype will be evaluated through finite element analyses of the MC 

beam-to-column connection including a web connection. Relationships between 

connector geometry and connection strength and stiffness will be established. Once 

finalized, this prototype will be verified through full-scale experiments in accordance 

with accepted qualification protocols (AISC, 2005).  

 

Guidelines for the Design of MCs  

 

The final stage will be to develop design guidelines for a family of modular connectors. 

The performance of the partially-restrained (PR) frame with MCs will be evaluated to 

determine appropriate force reduction (R) and overstrength (Ωo) factors for seismic 

design of buildings. Design procedures will be developed to make the appropriate 

selection of members and MCs. 

The guidelines will be based on a limited number of MCs that cover a reasonable 

design range: For instance, a single MC size with a beam interface detail able to 

accommodate welding to a limited range of compatible flange thickness values has 

possible widespread use throughout the structure if the floor-by-floor change in beam 
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depth reasonably matches the change in seismic forces, as is often the case. In this way, a 

MC of a single (axial) strength and stiffness will create beam-to-column moment 

connections with increasing rotational strength (proportional to dbm) and stiffness 

(proportional to d
2

bm) required to meet the (typically drift-controlled) design. 

 

C. 10 CONCLUSIONS 

 

A bolted cast modular connector, the MC, has been conceived, developed, and 

prototyped. The MC (Beta) prototype was tested in isolated fashion at approximately 

half-scale. The MC Beta has shown the great promise for using castings as special 

energy-dissipating details in steel moment frames in high seismic zones by exhibiting: 

• Superior ductility with respect to traditional connections 

• Stable and efficient energy dissipation 

• Increasing strength under large strains due to catenary action 

• Reliability and repeatability 

The excellent performance of the MC Beta is a product of two features easily cast: 

• variable section arms that spread the plastic zone thus eliminating strain 

concentrations; These arms produce outstanding ductility and exhibit a hysteretic 

characteristic free from degradation or slip. 

• a stiff end-region connected by a base that eliminates prying and shear force on 

the bolts. This feature permits the MC arms to be sufficiently long to produce 
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outstanding ductility without a concern for bolt failure. In fact, the bolts in an MC 

connection can be designed simply for the maximum possible direct tension. 

The MC Beta is currently being extended to a Beta-2 Prototype for use in analytical and 

experimental evaluation of the full beam-to-column connection. Once established, a 

design procedure is planned for a family of MCs.  
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C. 13 NOMENCLATURE 

 

C = clamping force 

Cbm = compression force in beam flange 

dbm = depth of beam 

e = distance between center of bolt and MC arm 

Ki = initial stiffness of entire MC Beta 

L = length of MC arm 

Marm = MC arm bending moment 

Mbase = MC base bending moment 

Mbm = beam bending moment 

N = catenary force acting on arm section 

n = number of MC arms 

nb = number of bolts in Modular Connector  

P = beam flange force tributary to entire Modular Connector 

Parm = beam flange force tributary to one arm 

Py = yield load of entire Modular Connector 

Pu = ultimate load of entire Modular Connector 

P0.05 = load of entire Modular Connector at 0.05 rad connection rotation 

Q = prying force 

Rn = nominal tensile bolt strength 

s = distance between MC arm and MC base (from center to center) 
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Tbm = tension force in beam flange 

t = MC arm thickness 

Vbase = shear force acting on MC base 

Vbm = shear force at beam end 

∆ = MC arm transverse displacement 

∆y = MC arm transverse displacement at yield point  

∆u = stability point 

∆0.05 = useful limit 

θbm = beam rotation 

θconn = beam end relative rotation 

Fy = yield stress 

Fu = ultimate stress 

Φ = resistance factor 

Ψ = (nb . ΦRn )/ Pu 
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C. 14 FIGURES 

 

    

Fig. 1. (a) MC Beta, (b) MC Beta End Region Configuration and base 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Optimized arm (Sumer et al., 2006) (b) Simplified representation of MC 

connection under beam moment (Sumer et al., 2006), (c) Global parameters indicating 

design equations. 
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Fig. 3.  Contour plots of shrinkage gaps from solidification analysis: (a) Original riser 

layout; (b) Modified layout. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Alpha Prototype regions causing Casting Issues (CI) 
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Fig. 5. Deformation under different beam depths 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Specimen Dimensions: (a) Scaled MC Beta prototype (b) T-Stub (WT 7x49.5). 
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Fig. 7. Expected performance from analysis (Sumer et al., 2006): (a) MC; (b) WT. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Test Specimens: (a) Scaled MC Beta prototype (b) MC-NoBase, and (c) WT 

7x49.5. 
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Fig. 9. Isolated testing: (a) Fixture setup for direct pull tests; (b) loading protocol. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Instrumentation: (a) strain gages on arm: (b) strain gages for the bolt 
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Fig. 11. (a) Load vs. deflection; (b) MC Beta mechanism. 

 

Fig. 12. (a) FE vs. test: Strain demand in MC Beta arm, (b) verification of critical strain, 

(c) schematic of the deformed arm indicating gage locations under tension and bending 
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Fig. 13. (a) Bolt axial forces in monotonic tests; (b) Failed bolt in WT 

 

 

Fig. 14. Bolt axial forces in cyclic tests: constant amplitude test vs. FE analysis. 
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Fig. 15. Effect of camber on the MC global response. 

 

 

Fig. 16. Beta prototype under FEMA-350 loading. 
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Fig. 17. (a) Torsional instability mode, (b) Strain contour plot. 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. Retrofitted and unretrofitted MC. 
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Fig. 19. Global cyclic response: (a) Using MKIN model, using MISO model; (b) 

combined model. 

 

 

Fig. 20. Strain comparison: (a) location B, MC-2; (b) cumulative strain at location B, 

MC-2; (c) location D, MC-3. 
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Fig. 21. Constant amplitude loading: plastic zone migration. 
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Fig.22. Schematic of beam-to-column connection using MCs. 

 

 

 

Fig. 23. Candidate for Beta-2 Modular Connector: isometric views. 

 


